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Welcome to our 2021 sale

Everything is just  
a click away...

Updated photos and videos of 
sale bulls will be uploaded and 

available for viewing at 
elitelivestockauctions.com.au
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THIS BULL-SALE EVENT is one of the features of the Ag-Grow 

Field Days at Emerald each year and its is with great pleasure 

to bring this sale back to Emerald Ag-Grow in a live event 

after hosting the sale entirely online last year due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic. 

This sale has provided a valuable service to cattle producers 

of Central, Western and North Queensland for many years, by 

bringing together a quality, multi-breed offering of principally 

British and European bulls, ideal for utilisation in Bos Indicus 

based herds of these important beef producing regions.

This year’s offering will consist 106 Bulls in total with a change 

in selling order this year with the 40 Charolais to kick the 

sale of for 2021 followed by 35 Simmentals, 27 Angus and 4 

Murrey Greys. 

87% of the catalogue is POLLED/SCURR right throughout the 

catalogue again this year.

We have asked vendors to send updated photos and 

videos to us by middle June which we will upload on our 

GDL website, Our Ag-Grow Facebook page and the Elite 

Livestock Auctions page. Our GDL website is www.gdlrural.

com.au and the Elite Livestock Auctions website www.

elitelivestockauctions.com.au so you can keep up to date.

All bulls will be semen tested and pass a vet soundness 

evaluation and be vaccinated with a minimum of 5 in 1 and 3 

germ blood. All lots will be weighed and carcasses scanned 

for EMA, Fats, and IMF and we hope to have a supplementary 

sheet by Monday 21st  June for prospective buyers to perusal 

prior to sale.

We look forward to seeing you all back at on site at Ag-Grow 

Emerald this year.

Kind Regards

Mark Duthie GDL Stud Stock

Welcome to our 2021 sale
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Important sale information

AG-GROW 
BULL SALE

Always renowned for 
excellent ‘Value for Money’ 

buying!
The high standard of these 

‘ready for work’ bulls, 
and the top-performance 
beef genetics from these 

industry-leading studs 
ensures that these bulls 

won’t let you down.
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Important sale information
DELIVERY Delivery will be given at Ag-Grow yards following 
the Sale. No deliveries of Sale bulls will be made while the 
auction sale is in progress. Selling Agents representatives 
will attend to organising deliveries of Sale lots after the 
completion of the Sale. All bulls are to be removed from Ag-
Grow yards by 4pm Saturday 26th June. Bill Beck 0417 762 
438 is the delivery manager.

HEALTH It is a requirement of the sale that vendors declare 
that all bulls have been vaccinated for 3-day Sickness, 
blooded with 3-Germ blood (if from tick-free area) and 
vaccinated with 5-in-1 vaccine. A sale supplementary sheet 
will also be available to buyers, listing weights, dentition, 
scrotal circumference, semen motility and carcase scans of 
all bulls. NOTE: This sheet will be available from Monday, 15th 
June and can be faxed or emailed upon request. Contact the 
sale agents.

TELEPHONE BIDDING Telephone bidding is available for this 
sale. The numbers listed below are manned by the sale team 
and will be connected to sale proceedings. We recommended 
to those intending to bid by telephone to contact us prior to 
the commencement of the sale to ensure we service your 
enquiry to your satisfaction.

0448 016 950 Mark Duthie GDL Dalby

0407 525 983 Peter Brazier GDL Dalby

0414 941 788 Harvey Weyman-Jones GDL Dalby

0409 732 676 Josh Heck GDL Rockhampton

0428 347 550 Georgie Connor GDL Rockhampton

GST This auction will be conducted on a GST-exclusive basis 
whereby GST of 10% will be added to the sale “knock down” 
price on invoicing.

INSURANCE We recommend buyers insure their purchases. 
The selling gents will arrange immediate cover from the fall of 
the hammer for purchasers should they desire. Details can be 
finalised with the selling agents.
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ELITE LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS

HOW TO REGISTER withHOW TO REGISTER with

Elite Livestock Auctions ABN 19604 627 607
Level 19, 123 Eagle Street, Brisbane, QLD 4000

P : 1300 259 742 F : 07 3041 5053
www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au

Having trouble registering and logging in?

1300 259 742

Simply go to www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au
using your desktop, laptop, iPad, IPhone or 
android device.

Click on the “Sign Up” page / link.

Create a bidding profile using the bidder reg-
istration page. (You can either register as a 
livestock agent, company or private buyer)

Agree to the Elite Livestock Auctions 
terms & Conditions and the Selling Agents 
Sale Terms & Conditions as printed in the 
official Sale Catalogue

You will then be notified by email that an 
account has been created.

Once an account has been created you are all 
“Set to Bid”

Each Auction can then be viewed by clicking 
“Live Auction” logo on the Elite Livestock 
Auctions website.

Once you receive email notification that your 
account has been created please go to the sale 
you wish to bid at and click “Request to Bid”

The sale will then approve your application to 
bid and on the sale catalogue you will see 
"üBid Request Approved”

On Sale day simply login, click “Enter Auction”
 on the catalogue page and you can start bidding. 
(There is no need for software download)

At the completion of the auction, invoicing will 
be carried out as per your registration details 
by the Selling Agents. 

Click “Register”
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106
HIGH QUALITY BULLS

SBB: Rockhampton: 07-4837 3850

Georgie Connor: 0428-347 550

GDL: Dalby office: 07-46696955

Mark Duthie: 0448-016950

Always renowned for excellent 
‘Value for Money’ buying!

THESE BULLS WON’T LET YOU DOWN.
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Charolais

TAYLOR GLENLEA QUINTON (P) TC3Q3E (P)
TC3Q3E | DOB: 08/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED1
PALGROVE VIAGRA (AI) (P) PKV92E (P)

PALGROVE CELTIC (AI) (ET) (P) PKC632E (P)
PALGROVE DIGNA 82 (P) PKW174E (P)

LVH-FAIRFIELD LONE RANGER (P) LVHL36E (P)
FERNVALE ZIG ZAG (AI) (ET) (P) FENZ128E (P)

FERNVALE CHARITY FENC63E (H)
FERNVALE ZETTA FENZ95E (D)

PALGROVE VIAGRA (AI) (P) PKV92E (P)
DOUGLASDALE VIAGARA (AI) (ET) (P) DOUC6E (P)

PALGROVE BRONWIN 73 (AI) (ET) PKY275E (H)
DOUGLASDALE ANNA BELLE DOUH54E

LT BLUEGRASS 4017P M686569 (P) OAUZ4017E (P)
DOUGLASDALE APPEAL B4 (AI) (ET) (AI) (ET) DOUD46E

PALGROVE APPEAL 16 (AI) (P) PKY100E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +6.9 +5.8 -4.3 +0.4 +12 +22 +27 +29
 38% 33% 39% 67% 46% 46% 49% 47%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +10 +1.6 +18 +2.1 +0.6 +0.9 0.0 +0.3
 33% 33% 37% 29% 30% 30% 30% 28%

Big carcase yield, great overall shape, extra growth, double 
polled, great temperament. See video and EBVs www.
glenleabeef.com.au.

GLENLEA CHAROLAIS
RODERICK BINNY

PO BOX 6540

COFFS HARBOUR 2450

MOBILE 0409 911 791

EMAIL rbinny@australiangrassfedmeats.com

Purchaser     $
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GLENLEA LOUIS Q15 (P) GLEQ15E (P)
GLEQ15E | DOB: 03/02/2019 | AGE: 28½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED2
EMILE - RS PED-9227F

GALLWAY - RS (P) OAFG1063F (P)
DEMLER - RS PED-7103F

CHARNELLE LOUIS (AI) (ET) (P) GKAL73E (P)
RC CHARLIE 0327 M672200 (P) OAUY2200E (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P) GKAE10E (P)
MS CC JACKPOT 1107M55 F970558 OAUX558E (H)

HARVIE JAGER 65J PMC228759 (P) OACU8759E (P)
BRANCH VIEW FORDGED FROM STEEL (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) BVCF34E (P)

BRANCH VIEW XQUISITE Z47E BVCZ47E (H)
ORARA WATERFALL GLENLEA GRETA 1ST (P) WFAK25E (P)

ROSEDALE DINGA (P) MRD25E (P)
JACKSON GRETA (P) MEJG10E (P)

JACKSON COUNTESS (P) MEJC233E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.2 -1.8 -2.4 +0.1 +8 +21 +24 +17
 41% 30% 53% 72% 58% 60% 66% 57%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +1.0 +17 +2.6 +0.7 +0.7 0.0 +0.6
 36% 70% 51% 41% 46% 44% 44% 41%

Extra carcase yield, extra length, big strong sire. PP polled. See 
video and EBVs www.glenleabeef.com.au.

GLENLEA JUST RED Q402 (P) (R/F) GLEQ402E (P)
GLEQ402E | DOB: 19/03/2019 | AGE: 27 MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED3
HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) OACZ6641E (P)

RANGAN PARK REDEMPTION E42 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) RANE42E (P)
RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL C7 (AI) (ET) RANC7E (H)

GLENLEA JUST RED (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) GLEJ5E (P)
GLENLEA MEATBALL (P) GLEM44E (P)

GLENLEA JANET U6E R/F (P) (TW) GLEU6E (P)
GLENLEA JANET N36E (AI) (P) GLEN36E (P)

PARINGA NOVOTEL A100 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLA100E (P)
ROSEDALE DINGA (P) MRD25E (P)

ROSEDALE WALLAH Z27 (R/F) MRZ27E (H)
WON-CANYA JILL MAREE (P) RJUJ1E (P)

AVABUNDY CLEMENT (AI) (ET) (P) DBRC26E (P)
GLENLEA NOLANA 62ND (P) (R/F) GLEG23E (P)

GLENLEA NOLANA 23RD B23E (R/F) GLEB23E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -4.8 +3.5 -2.1 +2.1 +18 +38 +59 +68
 39% 34% 47% 55% 54% 57% 64% 53%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +0.8 +30 +0.4 +0.4 +0.4 -0.2 -0.1
 37% 70% 51% 44% 46% 45% 46% 42%

Fine haired red coat and polled. See video and EBVs www.
glenleabeef.com.au.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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GLENLEA QATAR (P) (R/F) GLEQ50E (P)
GLEQ50E | DOB: 04/04/2019 | AGE: 26½ MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED4
HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) OACZ6641E (P)

RANGAN PARK REDEMPTION E42 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) RANE42E (P)
RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL C7 (AI) (ET) RANC7E (H)

GLENLEA HONOURABLE (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) VLWH25E (P)
FERNVALE RIPPER FENR1E (H)

FERNVALE CHIFFON (AI) (ET) FENC22E (D)
FERNVALE PRIMADONNA (AI) (ET) FENP28E (D)

LT RIO BRAVO 3181 P M665507 (P) OAUY5507E (P)
RANGAN PARK RIO BRAVO D15 (AI) (ET) (P) RAND15E (P)

PALGROVE SHOW GIRL 6 (AI) (P) PKP82E (P)
GLENLEA ADAWNA 1ST (P) GLEK63E (P)

WATERFORD ULYSSES WETU33F (D)
MIXHILL ADAWNA (R/F) MIXA455E (H)

PRINCESS PARK GAIETY S708E (AI) NPJS708E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -22.1 -7.8 0.0 +3.2 +19 +34 +49 +57
 45% 40% 53% 68% 57% 59% 63% 56%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +5 +1.4 +25 +2.2 -0.2 +0.3 +0.6 +0.5
 41% 65% 52% 44% 47% 46% 46% 43%

Powerful polled red bull, frame, carcase, massive growth. See 
video and EBVs www.glenleabeef.com.au.

SHANDON GLENLEA QUARTERBACK GWNQ6E (P)
GWNQ6E | DOB: 16/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED5
RANGAN PARK REDEMPTION E42 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) RANE42E (P)

GLENLEA HILTON (AI) (P) GLEH30E (P)
GLENLEA CAAROL X11E GLEX11E (H)

ORARA WATERFALL GLENLEA NORTH (P) WFAN25E (P)
ROSEDALE DINGA (P) MRD25E (P)

GLENLEA CHAROL 72ND (P) GLEJ8E (P)
GLENLEA CAAROL 42ND F37 (P) GLEF37E (P)

LT RIO BRAVO 3181 P M665507 (P) OAUY5507E (P)
RANGAN PARK RIO BRAVO D15 (AI) (ET) (P) RAND15E (P)

PALGROVE SHOW GIRL 6 (AI) (P) PKP82E (P)
GLENLEA JANET 90TH (P) GLEK73E (P)

VIOLET HILLS ZACHARIAH (P) VHVZ80E (P)
GLENLEA JANET 30TH (P) GLEE10E (P)

GLENLEA JANET U6E R/F (P) (TW) GLEU6E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.8 -0.1 -3.3 +0.7 +18 +34 +48 +53
 33% 31% 37% 49% 42% 42% 42% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +1.2 +29 +2.5 +0.1 +0.3 +0.5 +0.3
 33% 35% 35% 31% 33% 32% 32% 30%

Thickness, added softness and polled. Great carcase and overall 
yield. See video and EBVs www.glenleabeef.com.au.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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GLENLEA NORMAN Q77 (P) GLEQ77E (P)
GLEQ77E | DOB: 02/10/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED6
LT WESTERN EDGE 4057 PLD M686616 (P) OAUZ6616E (P)

ASCOT GALAXY G131 (AI) (ET) (P) JAJG131E (P)
ROSDALE BOBBIN Y74 (P) MRY74E (P)

CHALLAMBI NORMAN (AI) (ET) (P) CHAN13E (P)
HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) OACZ6641E (P)

GOBONGO ISABELLA D86E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) GOD86E (P)
GOBONGO ISABELLA GOT48E (D)

GAUGUIN OAFL859F (H)
VIOLET HILLS WINTON (AI) VHVW74E (H)

VIOLET HILLS TABOO (AI) VHVT33E (D)
GLENLEA NUNCIATA 25TH GLEB41E (H)

GLENLEA PERFECTION (AI) GLEP41E (H)
GLENLEA NUNCIATA X9E GLEX9E (H)

GLENLEA NUNCIATA T24E GLET24E

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +1.8 -1.3 -1.7 -0.1 +15 +35 +49 +48
 40% 35% 42% 65% 56% 59% 57% 55%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +16 +1.7 +30 +1.6 -0.4 -0.5 +0.6 +0.2
 43% 40% 49% 42% 46% 44% 45% 41%

Weight for age, carcase, long bodied, quality young sire. See 
video and EBVs www.glenleabeef.com.au.

Purchaser     $

GDL: Rockhampton: 07-4837 3850

Georgie Connor: 0428-347 550

GDL: Dalby office: 07-46696955

Mark Duthie: 0448-016950

Always renowned for excellent 
‘Value for Money’ buying!

THESE BULLS WON’T LET YOU DOWN.
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CALMVIEW NOLANA Q121E (P) CVWQ121E (P)
CVWQ121E | DOB: 17/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED7
RANGAN PARK BLUEGRASS D55 (AI) (ET) (P) RAND55E (P)

PALGROVE HERITAGE H135 (P) PKH135E (P)
PALGROVE JEMIMA 2 PKZ21E (H)

PALGROVE MASTERPLAN (P) PKM709E (P)
PALGROVE VIAGRA (AI) (P) PKV92E (P)

PALGROVE PANACHE 250 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) PKF208E (P)
PALGROVE PANACHE 99 (AI) (ET) (R/F) PKX193E (H)

ROSEDALE WILLIE (P) MRW114E (P)
ROSEDALE ARCHIE (P) MRA14E (P)

ROSEDALE CANDY T27 (AI) (P) MRT27E (P)
CALMVIEW NOLANA E26E (P) CVWJ13E (P)

EC NO DOUBT 2022 P M685500 (P) OAUZ2022E (P)
GLENLEA NOLANA 44TH (AI) (P) (R/F) GLEE26E (P)

GLENLEA NOLANA31ST R/F (AI) (ET) (R/F) GLEC20E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.1 -0.2 -2.4 +0.2 +13 +24 +34 +42
 42% 37% 42% 69% 63% 59% 58% 57%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +15 +0.7 +16 +0.6 +1.0 +1.2 -1.0 +0.6
 46% 49% 48% 38% 43% 42% 40% 37%

Easy doing polled Masterplan son, moderate frame, good muscle 
pattern. Would look good in any herd. 22 months old. Masterplan 
sons sold to $16,000 in 2020. Low birthweight with loads of milk.

Purchaser     $

CALMVIEW CHAROLAIS
TONY & SUZIE FARRELL

80 KIRKLANDS LANE

FERNLEIGH NSW 2479

MOBILE 0417 212 642

EMAIL tfarrell@byronbayrea.com.au
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CALMVIEW CVWQ91E (P) CVWQ91E (P)
CVWQ91E | DOB: 07/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED8
RANGAN PARK BLUEGRASS D55 (AI) (ET) (P) RAND55E (P)

PALGROVE HERITAGE H135 (P) PKH135E (P)
PALGROVE JEMIMA 2 PKZ21E (H)

PALGROVE MASTERPLAN (P) PKM709E (P)
PALGROVE VIAGRA (AI) (P) PKV92E (P)

PALGROVE PANACHE 250 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) PKF208E (P)
PALGROVE PANACHE 99 (AI) (ET) (R/F) PKX193E (H)

ROSEDALE WILLIE (P) MRW114E (P)
ROSEDALE ARCHIE (P) MRA14E (P)

ROSEDALE CANDY T27 (AI) (P) MRT27E (P)
CALMVIEW KELLY (P) CVWF49E (P)

AIRLIE XIST (AI) (ET) (QU) A1SX287E (D)
AIRLIE KELLY A144E (R/F) A1SA144E (D)

AIRLIE KELLY V63E (AI) A1SV63E (D)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +2.6 +1.8 -2.1 -0.5 +11 +20 +25 +33
 42% 36% 42% 69% 63% 60% 58% 57%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +14 +0.5 +13 +0.5 +1.1 +1.3 -1.1 +0.6
 46% 48% 48% 37% 41% 41% 39% 36%

Polled, long bodied, real sire appeal. Low birthweight, 22 
months with strong growth, milk. This calf was a standout in the 
paddock.

CALMVIEW QUICKSTICK (P) CVWQ51E (P)
CVWQ51E | DOB: 16/06/2019 | AGE: 24½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED9
LT BLUEGRASS 4017P M686569 (P) OAUZ4017E (P)

GLENLEA EARLY (AI) (P) GLEE11E (P)
GLENLEA JANET 26TH R/F (PS) (AI) (ET) (P) GLEC8E (P)

CALMVIEW LENCHO L54E (P) CVWL54E (P)
ROSEDALE ARCHIE (P) MRA14E (P)

CALMVIEW NOLANA E26E (P) CVWJ13E (P)
GLENLEA NOLANA 44TH (AI) (P) (R/F) GLEE26E (P)

WCR SIR FA MAC 2244 M234430 (P) OAUB2244E (P)
FERNVALE GOLD DIGGER (AI) (ET) (P) FENG39E (P)

FERNVALE ANGEL FENA30E (D)
CALMVIEW FRANGELLICA M15E CVWM15E (D)

PINAY 8552394134 OAFU4134F (H)
JAY TEES FRANGELLICA (AI) JTF8E (H)

JAY TEES CALYPSO (AI) JTC2E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +5.4 +4.4 -5.1 -0.9 +9 +25 +34 +32
 36% 31% 41% 66% 55% 58% 55% 51%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +14 +1.9 +22 +1.6 -0.1 0.0 +0.2 +0.5
 36% 62% 46% 38% 38% 37% 39% 36%

Polled with a good balance of EBVs. Low birthweight, growth, 
milk. This bull will suit any herd and get the job done.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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CALMVIEW QUALITY 2 (P) (R/F) CVWQ48E (P)
CVWQ48E | DOB: 15/05/2019 | AGE: 25½ MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED10
CHARNELLE FEDERATION (AI) (P) (R/F) GKAF29E (P)

CHARNELLE HARRY (P) (R/F) GKAH20E (P)
CHARNELLE EMMA (AI) (ET) (P) GKAE50E (P)

CALMVIEW M57E (P) (R/F) CVWM57E (P)
WCR SIR DUKE 835 M286251 (P) OAUH835E (P)

BOONGATTI POPPY 2 (AI) (P) BOOC87E (P)
DARLEA POPPY R25E (P) DLR25E (P)

UT DE REVE 7121283916 (P) OAFY3916F (P)
ANC BOUNTY (AI) (ET) (P) ANCB549F (P)

ANC JUMPERS HACHETTE (AI) (ET) ANCZ66F (H)
ANC KRISTINA ANCK21F (H)

ANC ZEREN ANCZ575F (H)
ANC ZEREN,S NETTY ANCD163F (H)

ANC EUREKA’S NETTY ANCY106F

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.7 -2.8 -1.9 -0.3 +7 +18 +25 +21
 30% 25% 35% 59% 42% 43% 43% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC

 +9 +0.6 +18
 31% 27% 32%

Here’s a real opportunity. Red, polled, deep bodied, well blaanced 
eBVs. Don’t let this opportunity pass you by.

CALMVIEW GLORIA Q87E (P) CVWQ87E (P)
CVWQ87E | DOB: 30/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED11
LT BLUEGRASS 4017P M686569 (P) OAUZ4017E (P)

LT LEDGER 0332 (P) OAUF3168E (P)
LT BRENDA 6120 PLD PED-6992E

PALGROVE MONARCH (AI) (P) PKM628E (P)
PINAY 8552394134 OAFU4134F (H)

PALGROVE DESIRE 172 (AI) (ET) PKF724F (H)
PALGROVE DESIRE 69 (AI) (ET) PKX465F (H)

WCR SIR FA MAC 2244 M234430 (P) OAUB2244E (P)
FERNVALE GOLD RUSH (AI) (ET) FENG44E (D)

FERNVALE ANGEL FENA30E (D)
CALMVIEW GLORIA M90E (P) CVWM90E (P)

ROSEDALE NAVIGATOR (AI) (ET) (P) MRN84E (P)
FERNVALE GLORIA (AI) (ET) (P/S) FENG46E (S)

FERNVALE BLACK VELVET (AI) (ET) FENB40E (D)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +6.4 +3.9 -2.4 -0.5 +17 +30 +41 +38
 40% 34% 49% 66% 59% 55% 54% 52%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +11 +1.1 +28 +2.6 -0.2 -0.2 +0.7 +0.6
 41% 45% 44% 36% 40% 39% 38% 35%

Moderate framed, polled, great EBVs. A real opportunity here. 
Monarch sons sold to $18,000 in 2020. Just 22 months old.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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CALMVIEW QUIETLYPLUS (AI) (ET) (P) CVWQ69E
CVWQ69E | DOB: 09/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
CREAM | POLLED | REGISTERED12
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

SILVERSTREAM MINISTER M130 (P) OANM130E (P)
SILVERSTREAM ABUNDANT A119 OANA119F (H)

SILVERSTREAM LOTUS E96 OANE96E (H)
SILVERSTREAM LOTUS P93 (P) OANP93E (P)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)
HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) OACZ6641E (P)

HARVIE MS MOLSON 53M (P) PED-6280E (P)
GOBONGO REBBY D87E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) GOD87E (P)

MANDALONG HESSIAN (AI) (P/S) RPH76E (S)
MANDALONG OREGON M47E RPM47E (H)

MANDALONG OREGON K38E RPK38E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -5.2 -3.0 -0.7 +2.2 +16 +31 +47 +54
 42% 37% 44% 67% 60% 57% 57% 54%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +2 +1.9 +21 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 +0.2
 50% 48% 47% 39% 43% 43% 42% 38%

An ET calf by Silverstream Minister, this bull is loaded with 
genetics. A great opportunity here. Only 21 months at sale date.

VEEJAY DOWNS CHAROLAIS
PISATURO PASTORAL CO

INGA DOWNS

DINGO QLD 4702

MOBILE 0439 382 468

EMAIL james@vjcharolais.com.au

Purchaser     $
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VEEJAY DOWNS QUANTAM (P) (R/F) VJQ11E (P)
VJQ11E | DOB: 26/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED13
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

MOONGOOL WINCHESTER DP2W300E (H)
MOONGOOL ENCORE (P) DP2E438E (P)

TEMANA GLORIA V14 TJV14E
DSK ME FLOSSY L97E (P) (R/F) DSKL97E (P)

M6 GRID MAKER 104 PET M633377 (P) OAUW3377E (P)
DSK GDM FLOSSY J1E (AI) (ET) (P) DSKJ1E (P)

PINNAROO RED FAIRY FLOSS R/F BAAS74E (D)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.2 -8.8 -2.4 +0.3 +11 +22 +34 +39
 30% 28% 33% 44% 37% 38% 39% 36%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +1.9 +20 +2.0 -0.2 -0.4 +0.8 -0.2
 31% 42% 33% 29% 31% 31% 30% 29%

Quantum is an outstanding red homopolled sire. He has plenty 
of softness on a good carcase. A real asset to any breeding 
program. All Veejay Downs bulls are bred in the ticks on Inga 
Downs.

VEEJAY DOWNS QUARTERMASTER (P) VJQ21E (P)
VJQ21E | DOB: 10/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED14
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

PARINGA NOVOTEL A100 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLA100E (P)
ROSEDALE DONOTELLO (P) MRD22E (P)

ROSEDALE REBECCA A38 (P) MRA38E (P)
VEEJAY DOWNS ALLY L14 VJL14E (H)

MANDALONG ZINGER Z59E RPZ59E (H)
MANDALONG WARHOL RPD82E (H)

COBRABALD (P) ASHW64E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.4 -5.6 -2.4 +0.3 +12 +22 +33 +41
 29% 27% 34% 42% 36% 37% 37% 34%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +6 +1.5 +18 +1.4 +0.1 0.0 +0.3 -0.1
 30% 39% 32% 27% 30% 29% 29% 27%

Quartermaster is truly a stud sire worthy of inspection. He was the Junior 
Champion Charolais Bull at Beef Australia 2021. This polled bull has growth, 
bone and carcase while still displaying softness. All Veejay Downs bulls are 
bred in the ticks at Inga Downs. 

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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VEEJAY DOWNS QUARTERSTONE (P) (TW) VJQ10D
VJQ10D | DOB: 25/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | ACTIVE | REGISTERED15
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL J267 (AI) (P/S) DP2J267C (S)
MINNIE VALE SUNDANCE SGSS31E (H)

MOONGOOL A401 DP2A401B (H)
MOONGOOL T102A DP2T102A (H)

YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)
TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)

TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)
DSK TGL BEATRIX K57E (P) DSKK57E (P)

DSK EDGE IT TO SLIPS E18 (AI) (ET) (P) DSKE18E (P)
DSK E18 BEATRIX G32E (P) DSKG32E (P)

DSK A11 BEATRIX E28E (P) DSKE28E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 0.0 -8.1 -0.7 +0.8 +8 +16 +24 +27
 35% 32% 37% 50% 40% 40% 42% 39%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +5 +0.7 +13 +1.1 -0.2 -0.4 +0.3 0.0
 35% 37% 35% 30% 32% 32% 31% 30%

Quarterstone is a great carcase bull that will add weight and 
softness. He would complement any crossbreeding program. All 
Veejay Downs bulls are bred in the ticks at Inga Downs.  

VEEJAY DOWNS QUARTZ VJQ24D (H)
VJQ24D | DOB: 23/10/2019 | AGE: 20 MTHS
WHITE | HORNED | REGISTERED16
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL J267 (AI) (P/S) DP2J267C (S)
MINNIE VALE SUNDANCE SGSS31E (H)

MOONGOOL A401 DP2A401B (H)
MOONGOOL T102A DP2T102A (H)

SCHURRTOP 5627 PED-5627E (H)
LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)

LT CHAP’S LADY 217 OP PED-2170E (H)
DSK WW ESTELLE M17E (AI) (ET) (P) DSKM17E (P)

INDIANA OAFN393F
DSK INDY ESTELLE Z12E (AI) DSKZ12E (H)

PALGROVE ESTELLA 31 (AI) (ET) PKN230E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.4 -3.9 -1.6 +0.9 +10 +19 +26 +24
 40% 38% 42% 49% 45% 45% 47% 44%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +3 +0.7 +14 +1.2 +1.0 +1.2 -0.2 +0.2
 42% 42% 42% 38% 41% 41% 39% 37%

Quartz is a strong sire with great length of body while still 
maintaining depth of flank and softness. All Veejay Downs bulls 
are bred in the ticks at Inga Downs.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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VEEJAY DOWNS QUINCE (P) VJQ36E (P)
VJQ36E | DOB: 21/12/2019 | AGE: 18 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED17
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

BROOKFIELD REAGEN R16 253/FF3442/80 253R16F
AIRLIE RECREATION (AI) A1SR99E (D)

AIRLIE JOINTURE A1SJ141E (H)
VEEJAY DOWNS ZENITH (AI) VJG5E (H)

MANDALONG ZINGER Z59E RPZ59E (H)
MANDALONG ZENITH RPD68E (H)

TIRRIKE ZENITH RESZ30E (D)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 0.0 -5.6 -0.6 +1.0 +10 +17 +23 +33
 29% 27% 42% 42% 35% 36% 37% 34%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +1 +0.9 +14 +1.8 -0.2 -0.4 +0.7 -0.2
 30% 38% 31% 26% 28% 28% 28% 25%

This young polled bull is developing into a growthy sire. He has 
great hair type coupled with depth of body. All Veejay Downs 
bulls are bred in the ticks on Inga Downs.

VEEJAY DOWNS QUENTIN (P/S) VJQ23C (S)
VJQ23C | DOB: 16/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
WHITE | SCURRED | REGISTERED18
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

PARINGA NOVOTEL A100 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLA100E (P)
ROSEDALE DONOTELLO (P) MRD22E (P)

ROSEDALE REBECCA A38 (P) MRA38E (P)
VEEJAY DOWNS QUATERMOON M5B (P) VJM5B (P)

VEEJAY DOWNS MANDALONG SP D119 VJD119 (H)
VEEJAY DOWNS QUARTERMOON D119 (P) (R/F) VJG12A (P)

MANDALONG QUARTERMOON D122E RPD122E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +2.6 -5.8 -2.0 +0.1 +10 +19 +31 +36
 28% 26% 32% 41% 35% 36% 36% 33%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +6 +1.2 +17 +1.2 0.0 -0.1 +0.2 -0.1
 29% 38% 31% 27% 29% 29% 28% 27%

Quentin is a scurred bull testing HPc. He is a large framed, deep 
bodied bull that will add growth and weight to his calves. All 
Veejay Downs bulls are bred in the ticks on Inga Downs.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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VEEJAY DOWNS QUINN (P/S) VJQ14E (S)
VJQ14E | DOB: 28/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
WHITE | SCURRED | REGISTERED19
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

GOBONGO EXCELLENT E401E (AI) (P) (R/F) GOE401E (P)
ELITE JACKAL (P) (R/F) EL1J4E (P)

KINDARA SHERRIE 1 (AI) (ET) K4PB36F (H)
VEEJAY DOWNS DELAMY M13E (P) VJM13E (P)

DSK HJ EXPRESS E75E (AI) (ET) (P) DSKE75E (P)
VEEJAY DOWNS DELAMY H8 (AI) VJH8E (H)

MANDALONG DELAMY D67 RPD67E (H)

 CE DIR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK

 +0.7 -1.1 +1.1 +13 +22 +31 +36 +3
 26% 32% 39% 32% 33% 34% 31% 26%
 SCRO CARC RIB RUMP RBY

 +1.3 +17 -0.2 -0.4 +0.6
 36% 28% 26% 26% 25%

Quinn is another homopolled sire with a more moderate frame 
whilst maintaining plenty of thickness and fat cover. All Veejay 
Downs bulls are bred in the ticks on Inga Downs.

VEEJAY DOWNS RAPHAEL (P/S) VJR1E (S)
VJR1E | DOB: 10/01/2020 | AGE: 17½ MTHS
WHITE | SCURRED | REGISTERED20
YACCAMOO COWBOY (P) PIKC15E (P)

TEMANA GOLDEN LOGIE G66E (P) (R/F) TJG66E (P)
TEMANA X104 (AI) (ET) TJX104E (D)

DSK TGL MERIDIAN M5E (P/S) DSKM5E (S)
MOONGOOL YOKEL DP2Y218E (H)

DSK M.Y. BEATRIX D58E DSKD58E (D)
DSK BEATRIX V1 (P) DSKV1E (P)

GOBONGO EXCELLENT E401E (AI) (P) (R/F) GOE401E (P)
ELITE JACKAL (P) (R/F) EL1J4E (P)

KINDARA SHERRIE 1 (AI) (ET) K4PB36F (H)
VEEJAY DOWNS RANCHES M17E (P) VJM17E (P)

MANDALONG ZINGER Z59E RPZ59E (H)
MANDALONG RANCHES D111 RPD111E (H)

MANDALONG RANCHES Z81E (R/F) RPZ81E (H)

 CE DIR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK

 +1.2 -1.6 +0.9 +13 +22 +31 +38 +3
 25% 30% 38% 31% 33% 33% 30% 25%
 SCRO CARC RIB RUMP RBY

 +1.4 +18 0.0 -0.2 +0.5
 36% 28% 26% 25% 25%

At only 17 months Raphael is an outstanding young bull we think 
a lot of. Bred from one of our strongest cow lines he will perform 
in any situation. All Veejay Downs bulls are bred in the ticks on 
Inga Downs.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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MOUNTVIEW QUESTRO (P) (R/F)
IJBQ101 | DOB: 14/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
HERD BULL | RED FACTOR | POLLED21

PALGROVE FROST (P)

ASCOT MINISTER M641E (P) JAJM641E

ASCOT G6E (P)

TR RED SMOKE

MOUNTVIEW RANGA (P)

COMMERCIAL CHAROLAIS COW

What a cracker to start our draft off and the youngest at 20 
months. He ticks all the boxes, red and homozygous polled 
with thickness, softness, weight for age and overall capacity. 
Can’t go wrong with this one. Can view footage online at www.
mountviewcharolais.com.au

MOUNTVIEW CHAROLAIS
ID & KM BEBBINGTON

164 RAMSAY ROAD

RAMSAY QLD 4358

MOBILE 0427 583 412

EMAIL bebbo61@bigpond.com

Purchaser     $
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MOUNTVIEW QUINLOW (P) (R/F) IJBQ55E (P)
IJBQ55E | DOB: 23/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED22
RANGAN PARK BLUEGRASS D55 (AI) (ET) (P) RAND55E (P)

PALGROVE FROST (P) PKF975E (P)
PALGROVE GAYLE 29 (AI) (P) PKD189E (P)

ASCOT MINISTER M641E (P) JAJM641E (P)
RANGAN PARK RIO BRAVO E18 (AI) (ET) (P) RANE18E (P)

ASCOT G6E (P) JAJG6E (P)
PALGROVE NANETTE 179 (AI) PKD84E (H)

CS PLD JUNCTION 4J MC228742 (P) OACU8742E (P)
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

GOBONGO ISABELLA D10E (AI) (P) (R/F) GOD10E (P)
MOUNTVIEW STELLA N29E (ET) (P) (R/F) IJBN29E (P)

PALGROVE ZEPHLIN PKZ531E (H)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 291 (P) PKD870E (P)

PALGROVE ESTELLA 185 (P) PKZ205E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -7.3 -3.1 -2.6 +1.7 +20 +37 +52 +55
 35% 32% 39% 50% 56% 52% 52% 49%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +9 +1.7 +28 +2.0 +0.8 +1.4 -0.2 +0.6
 42% 49% 44% 36% 39% 39% 38% 36%

Another top shelf bull. Quinalow has everything you want in 
a bull: bone, capacity, length, softness with the added bonus 
of being red factor and homozygous polled. Can view footage 
online at www.mountviewcharolais.com.au

MOUNTVIEW QUARTER MILE (AI) (P) (R/F) IJBQ48E
IJBQ48E | DOB: 09/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED23
PALGROVE QUINTERO (AI) (ET) PKQ228E (H)

PALGROVE UPTURN PKU353E (H)
PALGROVE FELICITY 27 PKP111E (H)

ADVANCE XR8 (R/F) ADVX50E (H)
AYR DUNEARN AYRP210E

ADVANCE GINA R/F ADVT3E (H)
YARRIBIN 1222 YARL1222D (H)

SPARROWS ELDORADO 361L (P) OACW7824E (P)
PALGROVE GRANDSLAM (AI) (P) PKG313E (P)

PALGROVE DEMETER 143 PKE591E (H)
PALGROVE BRONWIN J1224 (P) PKJ1224E (P)

PALGROVE CHARM (AI) (ET) (P) PKC1043E (P)
PALGROVE BRONWIN 164 (AI) (ET) (P) PKG602E (P)

PALGROVE BRONWIN 71 (AI) (TW) PKY149E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.4 +4.4 -2.8 +1.7 +19 +35 +49 +60
 46% 44% 71% 57% 62% 58% 57% 54%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +6 +1.2 +27 +2.0 0.0 -0.3 +0.6 0.0
 52% 51% 50% 40% 44% 44% 42% 40%

An impressive red factor bull by the well-known sire Advance 
XR8. Potential plus in this young sire. Hard to fault. Can view 
footage online at www.mountviewcharolais.com.au

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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MOUNTVIEW QUAKER (AI) (P) IJBQ46E (P)
IJBQ46E | DOB: 24/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | AUST. PUREBRED | REGISTERED24
LT UNLIMITED EASE 9108 OAUJ9108E (H)

LT EASY PRO 1158 PLD (P) OAUW6203E (P)
LT LADY MACBETH 8413 ETP PED-2754E

WELCOME SWALLOW EASY GAIN F508 (AI) (ET) (P) CMAF508E 
NWMSU DOC SILVER 362 PLD M669488 (P) OAUY9488E (P)

BJR SILVER MAID 717 ET (P) OAUC8469E (P)
LT UNLIMITED MAID 7184 P (P) PED-7184E (P)

CS PLD JUNCTION 4J MC228742 (P) OACU8742E (P)
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

GOBONGO ISABELLA D10E (AI) (P) (R/F) GOD10E (P)
MOUNTVIEW LYRIC (AI) (P) IJBL5E (P)

MOUNTVIEW BIG BEN (AI) (ET) (P) IJBB8E (P)
MOUNTVIEW ESTER (P) IJBE12E (P)

NORFOLK PARK HABIT’S NATALIE (P) CGEW119E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +2.7 -7.3 -2.8 -1.1 +21 +40 +49 +49
 47% 42% 74% 59% 63% 59% 58% 55%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +14 +1.7 +27 +1.2 +1.6 +2.3 -1.3 +1.0
 53% 55% 51% 43% 48% 48% 45% 43%

Homozygous polled, thick hind quarter, long as a train and carries 
a good top line with impressive EBVs. Put a tick beside this one. 
Can view footage online at www.mountviewcharolais.com.au

MOUNTVIEW QUICK START (AI) (P) IJBQ44E (P)
IJBQ44E | DOB: 16/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | AUST. PUREBRED | REGISTERED25
LT UNLIMITED EASE 9108 OAUJ9108E (H)

LT EASY PRO 1158 PLD (P) OAUW6203E (P)
LT LADY MACBETH 8413 ETP PED-2754E

WELCOME SWALLOW EASY GAIN F508 (AI) (ET) (P) CMAF508E
NWMSU DOC SILVER 362 PLD M669488 (P) OAUY9488E (P)

BJR SILVER MAID 717 ET (P) OAUC8469E (P)
LT UNLIMITED MAID 7184 P (P) PED-7184E (P)

JWK IMPRESSIVE D040 ET (P) PED-3653E (P)
WCR SIR IMPRESSIVE 8191P M477998 (P) OAUT7998E (P)

WCR MISS PAUL 8041 (P) PED-7004E (P)
MOUNTVIEW NERISSA 2 (AI) (P) IJBD9E (P)

AYR REGATTA’S HABIT AYRR240F
NORFOLK PARK HABIT’S NERISSA CGEX204E (D)

NORFOLK PARK NERISSA CGEN317E

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +5.7 -2.1 -2.0 -1.4 +17 +37 +43 +42
 47% 43% 75% 59% 62% 59% 57% 54%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +17 +1.2 +24 0.0 +1.2 +1.8 -1.4 +0.7
 54% 54% 50% 42% 47% 46% 43% 42%

Quick start is another homozygous polled bull with an 
outstanding set of EBVs. Ranked top 1% for Milk. Calving ease 
would suggest he would be suitable for use on heifers. Can view 
footage online at www.mountviewcharolais.com.au

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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MOUNTVIEW Q PAK (P) IJBQ41E (P)
IJBQ41E | DOB: 28/07/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED26
PARINGA NOVOTEL A100 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLA100E (P)

ROSEDALE DAVO (P) MRD24E (P)
ROSEDALE VIOLET A53 (P) (R/F) MRA53E (P)

CANOONA FLAME PROOF (P) IGVF23E (P)
PALGROVE WISDOM (AI) (ET) (P) PKW328E (P)

CANOONA DIGNA Z31 (P) IGVZ31E (P)
PALGROVE DIGNA 77 (P) PKV68E (P)

LT WESTERN EDGE 4057 PLD M686616 (P) OAUZ6616E (P)
ASCOT GALAXY G131 (AI) (ET) (P) JAJG131E (P)

ROSDALE BOBBIN Y74 (P) MRY74E (P)
ASCOT J130E (P) JAJJ130E (P)

HCR SUCCESS 6073 PLD (P) OAUB7002E (P)
ASCOT JAJG0111 (AI) (ET) (P) JAJG111E (P)

PARINGA RIO BRAVO D208E (AI) (P) TOLD208E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +4.1 +3.3 -4.1 -1.6 +8 +22 +32 +14
 34% 29% 40% 53% 55% 51% 51% 48%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +15 +1.5 +19 +0.7 +0.9 +1.5 -0.7 +0.4
 43% 39% 42% 31% 37% 36% 34% 31%

Homozygous polled with a solid set of EBVs. An upstanding free-
moving bull with good length. Can view footage online at www.
mountviewcharolais.com.au

MOUNTVIEW QUICK FIX (P) IJBQ40E (P)
IJBQ40E | DOB: 28/07/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED27
PARINGA NOVOTEL A100 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLA100E (P)

ROSEDALE DAVO (P) MRD24E (P)
ROSEDALE VIOLET A53 (P) (R/F) MRA53E (P)

CANOONA FLAME PROOF (P) IGVF23E (P)
PALGROVE WISDOM (AI) (ET) (P) PKW328E (P)

CANOONA DIGNA Z31 (P) IGVZ31E (P)
PALGROVE DIGNA 77 (P) PKV68E (P)

CS PLD JUNCTION 4J MC228742 (P) OACU8742E (P)
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

GOBONGO ISABELLA D10E (AI) (P) (R/F) GOD10E (P)
MOUNTVIEW STELLA N27E (ET) (P) (TW) IJBN27E (P)

PALGROVE ZEPHLIN PKZ531E (H)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 291 (P) PKD870E (P)

PALGROVE ESTELLA 185 (P) PKZ205E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.3 -2.0 -3.2 +0.3 +18 +31 +45 +53
 37% 32% 42% 50% 54% 49% 49% 47%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +10 +1.4 +25 +1.8 +0.6 +0.9 -0.1 +0.4
 45% 41% 40% 31% 34% 34% 32% 30%

An impressive bull with plenty of volume and softness. Loads 
of potential in this bull. Can view footage online at www.
mountviewcharolais.com.au

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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MOUNTVIEW QUINTON (AI) (P) IJBQ35E (P)
IJBQ35E | DOB: 21/07/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED28
LT UNLIMITED EASE 9108 OAUJ9108E (H)

LT EASY PRO 1158 PLD (P) OAUW6203E (P)
LT LADY MACBETH 8413 ETP PED-2754E

WELCOME SWALLOW EASY GAIN F508 (AI) (ET) (P) CMAF508E
NWMSU DOC SILVER 362 PLD M669488 (P) OAUY9488E (P)

BJR SILVER MAID 717 ET (P) OAUC8469E (P)
LT UNLIMITED MAID 7184 P (P) PED-7184E (P)

VIOLET HILLS ZACHARIAH (P) VHVZ80E (P)
MOUNTVIEW DARWIN (AI) (P) IJBD24E (P)

NORFOLK PARK X202E CGEX202E (D)
MOUNTVIEW CLEO (P) IJBH24E (P)

CS PLD JUNCTION 4J MC228742 (P) OACU8742E (P)
MOUNTVIEW LAZY GIRL F5E (AI) (P) IJBF5E (P)

MOUNTVIEW LAZY GIRL (AI) (P) IJBX5E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.6 -1.6 -2.3 -1.1 +19 +38 +46 +48
 45% 40% 73% 55% 54% 55% 53% 49%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +16 +1.1 +26 +0.9 +1.1 +1.6 -1.1 +0.9
 50% 51% 48% 41% 45% 45% 42% 40%

A homozygous polled bull by Canoona Flame Proof, a sire who 
has bred the house down for us. Smooth coated and very mobile. 
Can view footage online at www.mountviewcharolais.com.au

4 WAYS CHAROLAIS
HAVILAH PARK

151 HAVILAH PARK ROAD

INVERELL NSW 2360

MOBILE 0428 847 391

EMAIL four.ways@optusnet.com.au

Purchaser     $
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4 WAYS QUACKADU (P) (R/F) 4WCQ5E (P)
4WCQ5E | DOB: 02/03/2019 | AGE: 28 MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGISTERED29
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL KAKADU (AI) (P) DP2K265E (P)
MOONGOOL SIMON DP2S73E (H)

MOONGOOL RITA 9 (P) DP2B185E (P)
MOONGOOL RITA 2 (P) DP2U53E (P)

TR RED SMOKE M723761 (P) (R/F) OAUB6641E (P)
MOONGOOL JAG (AI) (P) (R/F) DP2J159E (P)

MOONGOOL ROSE 12 DP2F131D (H)
4 WAYS NOISSETTE M83E (P) (R/F) 4WCM83E (P)

DSK RED EMPEROR Y13E (P) (R/F) DSKY13E (P)
4 WAYS NOISETTE G47E 4WCG47E (D)

4 WAYS NOISETTE C102E (AI) (ET) 4WCC102E (D)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +1.9 -0.6 -1.3 +0.5 +7 +14 +16 +20
 37% 32% 36% 49% 40% 40% 41% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +3 +0.4 +11 +1.5 +0.2 +0.3 +0.2 +0.1
 35% 34% 35% 29% 30% 29% 29% 28%

A red factor homozygous polled sire that has a moderate frame, 
carries extra thickness and stands on plenty of bone.

4 WAYS QUE (P) 4WCQ32E (P)
4WCQ32E | DOB: 05/05/2019 | AGE: 25½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED30
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL LUNAR RISE (AI) (P) DP2L401E (P)
MOONGOOL BAREFOOT RADLER (P) DP2B352E (P)

MOONGOOL ROWENA 8 (P) DP2F130D (P)
MOONGOOL ROWENA 3 (P) DP2Z82C (P)

MIXHILL YANG FERDINAND (AI) (R/F) MIXY103E (D)
MOONGOOL CURRAJONG DP2C195D (H)

MOONGOOL SABRA 4 DP2X281C (H)
4 WAYS GOLDIE F34E 4WCF34E (D)

GOLDIES UNBEATABLE MBM0012710 (ET) OAEY2710F (H)
NANDILLYAN GOLDIE B22E (AI) (P) FB22E (P)

DELCONNEN X-RATED (P) DELX1E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.0 -2.4 -0.2 +1.0 +7 +12 +17 +25
 37% 32% 36% 50% 41% 41% 42% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +1 -0.2 +10 +0.4 -0.4 -0.6 +0.1 0.0
 35% 33% 35% 27% 28% 27% 27% 26%

Another polled bull that is super thick and stands on moderate 
bone.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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4 WAYS MLR Q3E (P) 4WCQ3E (P)
4WCQ3E | DOB: 19/02/2019 | AGE: 28 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | UNREGISTERED31
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL LUNAR RISE (AI) (P) DP2L401E (P)
MOONGOOL BAREFOOT RADLER (P) DP2B352E (P)

MOONGOOL ROWENA 8 (P) DP2F130D (P)
MOONGOOL ROWENA 3 (P) DP2Z82C (P)

GOBONGO UNISON (P) GOU98E (P)
4 WAYS NANDILLYAN ZEUS (P) 4WCZ60E (P)

MINNIE-VALE MISS AUSTRALIA 4 (P) SGSX154E (P)
4 WAYS ZIG X1E X-RATED C42E (P) 4WCC42E (P)

MINNIE VALE THUNDERBOLT (AI) SGST19E (H)
DELCONNEN X-RATED (P) DELX1E (P)

DELCONNEN U-LIKE-IT (P) DELU2E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +1.0 -3.2 -0.8 +0.3 +3 +8 +8 +11
 35% 30% 35% 52% 40% 41% 42% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +4 +0.1 +5 +1.0 +0.1 +0.1 0.0 +0.3
 35% 31% 34% 26% 27% 26% 26% 25%

A thickset, polled, easy keeping sire.

4 WAYS MLR Q14E (P) 4WCQ14E (P)
4WCQ14E | DOB: 27/04/2019 | AGE: 26 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | UNREGISTERED32
SILVERSTREAM BRUMBY B89 (P) OANB89E (P)

SILVERSTREAM EVOLUTION E168 (P) OANE168E (P)
SILVERSTREAM GLOSSY S120 OANW120E

MOONGOOL KAKADU (AI) (P) DP2K265E (P)
MOONGOOL SIMON DP2S73E (H)

MOONGOOL RITA 9 (P) DP2B185E (P)
MOONGOOL RITA 2 (P) DP2U53E (P)

CAMBALONG CLYDE RB1C122E (D)
MOONGOOL FAIRFAX (P) DP2F960D (P)

MOONGOOL SIDONY 19 (P) DP2C103C (P)
4 WAYS ULI K134E (P) 4WCK134E (P)

MINNIE VALE THUNDERBOLT (AI) SGST19E (H)
NANDILLYAN ULI (P) FY14E (P)

DELCONNEN U-LIKE-IT (P) DELU2E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +1.2 -1.9 -0.7 +1.0 +7 +13 +18 +24
 37% 32% 36% 50% 41% 40% 41% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +3 +0.4 +10 +1.2 0.0 -0.1 +0.2 +0.2
 36% 34% 35% 28% 29% 29% 29% 28%

This bull stands on beautiful bone, has great hair and skin type, is 
free-moving and also is homozygous polled.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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TANIC QUICK QUID (P) TNHQ26E (P)
TNHQ26E | DOB: 15/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED33
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

ASCOT JUGGERNAUT J134E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) JAJJ134E (P)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 291 (P) PKD870E (P)

ASCOT MARKSMAN M605E (AI) (P) JAJM605E (P)
PARINGA WESTERN SPUR D196 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLD196E (P)

ASCOT DORIS J38E (P) JAJJ38E (P)
PALGROVE DORIS 15 (AI) (P) PKY99E (P)

MOONGOOL WINCHESTER DP2W300E (H)
MOONGOOL BENCHMARK DP2B360E (H)

MOONGOOL QUALIFY 4 DP2X386E (H)
TANIC ELIZABETH TNHE22E (H)

GUNNADOO VOODOO V163E GN1V163E (H)
ADVANCE TIPPET B73 (R/F) ADVB73E (H)

ADVANCE TIPPET X43 (R/F) ADVX43E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.5 -2.5 -2.2 +0.6 +11 +23 +32 +38
 29% 25% 41% 49% 42% 43% 45% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +0.7 +20 +1.3 -0.1 0.0 +0.1 +0.3
 33% 42% 37% 31% 33% 33% 32% 31%

Quick Quid has been a standout since birth. He is a powerhouse, 
long as a train, wide as a bus and a strong polled head to boot. 
He has a great temperament and would put a punch in your 
herd. Stud sire potential.

TANIC CHAROLAIS
TH & ND HARTWIG

GLENDORE

MS 101 MONTO QLD 4630

MOBILE 0429 611 8551

EMAIL taniahart@bigpond.com

Purchaser     $
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TANIC QUEST (P) TNHQ43E (P)
TNHQ43E | DOB: 20/03/2019 | AGE: 27 MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED34
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

ASCOT JUGGERNAUT J134E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) JAJJ134E (P)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 291 (P) PKD870E (P)

ASCOT MARKSMAN M605E (AI) (P) JAJM605E (P)
PARINGA WESTERN SPUR D196 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLD196E (P)

ASCOT DORIS J38E (P) JAJJ38E (P)
PALGROVE DORIS 15 (AI) (P) PKY99E (P)

PALGROVE BENCHMARK PKB492E (H)
PALGROVE GALLANT (P) PKG176E (P)

PALGROVE FESTOON 215 (P) PKD865E (P)
PALGROVE DESIRE M638E (P) PKM638E (P)

HOPGOOD DIGNITY (P) 1RYD25E (P)
PALGROVE DESIRE 197 (P) PKH681E (P)

PALGROVE DESIRE 148 PKD698E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.3 +1.8 -3.2 +0.2 +12 +23 +30 +36
 33% 29% 42% 46% 44% 45% 45% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +0.2 +18 +1.2 +0.5 +0.8 -0.3 +0.4
 38% 47% 39% 35% 38% 37% 36% 34%

Quest is structurally correct, easy fleshing and a clean coated 
sire. He is extremely long, very mobile with a pedigree to push.

TANIC QUICKSILVER (P) TNHQ45E (P)
TNHQ45E | DOB: 08/03/2019 | AGE: 27½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED35
ASCOT ELDORADO (AI) (P) (R/F) JAJE14E (P)

ASCOT JUGGERNAUT J134E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) JAJJ134E (P)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 291 (P) PKD870E (P)

ASCOT MARKSMAN M605E (AI) (P) JAJM605E (P)
PARINGA WESTERN SPUR D196 (AI) (ET) (P) TOLD196E (P)

ASCOT DORIS J38E (P) JAJJ38E (P)
PALGROVE DORIS 15 (AI) (P) PKY99E (P)

PALGROVE QUINTERO (AI) (ET) PKQ228E (H)
PALGROVE UPTURN PKU353E (H)

PALGROVE FELICITY 27 PKP111E (H)
ADVANCE VEENEER D95 ADVD95E (H)

2UP MAC 75 (AI) (ET) 2UPQ518E
CHESTERFIELD VEENEER 9MJV35E (D)

ROSEDALE KATTIE Q98 (AI) MRQ98E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -4.2 -0.5 -2.4 +1.1 +16 +27 +39 +45
 31% 29% 43% 44% 42% 43% 45% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +6 +0.6 +21 +1.6 +0.2 +0.4 +0.2 +0.3
 36% 45% 38% 33% 35% 35% 34% 33%

Quicksilver has a faultless temperament and sire appeal. He has 
a strrong polled head, length to spare and very clean coated. 
Worth your look.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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SANLARA PARK CHAROLAIS
SG & AE PLATZER

131 HARWOODS ROAD

KARRABIN QLD 4306

MOBILE 0490 898 342

EMAIL saplatzer@aapt.net.au

SANLARA PARK QUINCY (AI) (ET) (P/S) SLPQ5E (S)
SLPQ5E | DOB: 24/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
WHITE | SCURRED | REGISTERED36
MINNIE VALE SUNDANCE SGSS31E (H)

MOONGOOL WINCHESTER DP2W300E (H)
MOONGOOL LINDA DP2P25E (H)

MOONGOOL BAREFOOT RADLER (P) DP2B352E (P)
MOONGOOL SIMON DP2S73E (H)

WAROCAL V18E (P) RNPV18E (P)
WAROCAL JANNA 4TH (P) RNPS11E (P)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)
PLATINUM WIND-FALL W75E (ET) (P) AJ1W75E (P)

DOWNUNDER GERALDINE 1LPG1D
PALGROVE AVOCA 46 (AI) PKZ147E (H)

WCR PRIME CUT 764 PLD PMC223447 (P) OACS764E (P)
PALGROVE AVOCA 36 (AI) (P) PKX134E (P)

PALGROVE AVOCA 21 (AI) (ET) (P) PKV186E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.8 -4.5 -2.4 +0.1 +10 +16 +28 +33
 44% 41% 51% 57% 52% 51% 52% 49%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +9 +1.4 +11 -0.2 +0.2 +0.3 -0.4 +0.3
 48% 45% 45% 35% 36% 36% 36% 34%

Smooth coated, long bodied, quiet yhoung bull with an excellent 
sirey outlook.

Purchaser     $
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SANLARA PARK REGGIE (AI) (P/S) SLPR1E (S)
SLPR1E | DOB: 06/01/2020 | AGE: 17½ MTHS
WHITE | SCURRED | REGISTERED37
JSC CHAIRMAN 103U IACF6100E (H)

MCC POLLED PHANTOM ET 8853 (P) OAUH8853E (P)
SMR SASHA 3025 (P) OAU-78 (P)

2UP THE VEGEMITE KID (AI) (P) 2UPL41E (P)
BCJ PETER PATRIATION 5P IACB6077E (H)

PALGROVE ESTELLA 14 (AI) (ET) PKJ124E (H)
PALGROVE ESTELLA 7 PKE101D (H)

TUNAS ZAC (AI) (ET) NBMZ1504F (D)
MOONGOOL ELITE (P) DP2E213D (P)

MOONGOOL X122C (P) DP2X122C (P)
4 WAYS KATRINA K5E (P) 4WCK5E (P)

CHARNELLE CALYPSO (AI) (P) GKAC40E (P)
BETTAFIELD F0031E 6KCF31E (H)

BETTAFIELD C32E 6KCC32E (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.4 +3.8 -0.4 +2.1 +18 +28 +42 +53
 48% 46% 51% 56% 52% 51% 52% 50%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 0 +0.8 +21 +1.4 +0.2 +0.4 +0.1 +0.3
 52% 48% 47% 36% 38% 38% 37% 34%

Good carcase and quiet temperament. Excellent, well-rounded 
hindquarter.

GRACE PLAINS CHAROLAIS
JJ WILSON

159 BROSTER ROAD

MALLALA SA 5502

MOBILE 0428 645 030

EMAIL jjwilsonlivestock@gmail.com

Purchaser     $
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ARABAR PUD (P) DRWP53E (P)
DRWP53E | DOB: 25/10/2018 | AGE: 32 MTHS
MALE | WHITE | POLLED | 201838
SCHURRTOP 5627 PED-5627E (H)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)
LT CHAP’S LADY 217 OP PED-2170E (H)

WINCHESTER JOE DIFFIE J16E (AI) (ET) (P) GAVJ16E (P)
IMPAIR OAFN189F

ROSEDALE HONOR X89 (AI) MRX89F (H)
ROSEDALE HONOR R67 (AI) (ET) MRR67F (H)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)
BRYSON ANAKIN (AI) (P) BRIA9E (P)

PALGROVE FELICITY 30 (AI) (P) PKR4E (P)
ARABAR FANTASHIA (P) DRWF10E (P)

LHD MR PERFECT Y416 (P) OACJ416E (P)
YACCAMOO RENAE 2ND (AI) (P) PIKU1E (P)

YACCAMOO FELICITY (P) PIKN11E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.1 +4.7 -4.8 -0.8 +11 +20 +23 +15
 37% 35% 40% 43% 39% 39% 40% 39%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +1.2 +12 +0.6 +1.5 +2.0 -1.1 +0.6
 38% 35% 37% 33% 34% 33% 33% 32%

Powerful bull, Reserve Junior Champion Bull Adelaide Royal.

ARABAR QUIP (P) DRWQ1E (P)
DRWQ1E | DOB: 04/01/2019 | AGE: 29½ MTHS
WHITE | POLLED | REGISTERED39
SCHURRTOP 5627 PED-5627E (H)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P) OAUP4020E (P)
LT CHAP’S LADY 217 OP PED-2170E (H)

WINCHESTER JOE DIFFIE J16E (AI) (ET) (P) GAVJ16E (P)
IMPAIR OAFN189F

ROSEDALE HONOR X89 (AI) MRX89F (H)
ROSEDALE HONOR R67 (AI) (ET) MRR67F (H)

SVY FREEDOM PLD 307N PMC280878 (P) OACY2808E (P)
MARKOWEN FREEDOM (AI) (P) SMOF2E (P)

ROSEDALE GEORGETTE D16 MRD16E (H)
ARABAR JEWELL (P) DRWJ50E (P)

MIXHILL ALL BLACK U116 (AI) (ET) MIXU116E (D)
ARABAR XOTIC (P) DRWX6E (P)

2UP R653E (P) 2UPR653E (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +4.1 +0.7 -3.8 -0.6 +9 +17 +22 +19
 34% 32% 37% 41% 37% 36% 37% 36%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +1.1 +13 +1.0 +1.1 +1.3 -0.6 +0.3
 34% 32% 33% 29% 30% 30% 29% 28%

Good strong bull, plenty of thickness.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



36 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

GRACE PLAINS QUICK
JLWQ7E | DOB: 28/5/2019 | AGE: 25 MTHS
RED FACTOR | POLLED | REGD40

WINCHESTER JOE D7FFJE

ARABAR NASSA DRW N30E

ARABAR JACQUI

ARABAR JAFAR

ARABAR MIA DRW M25E

ARABAR FANTASIA

Good, free-moving R/F bull used lightly in stud.

CLAY GULLY SIMMENTALS
RV LAYCOCK

KIPPER

ESK QLD 4312

MOBILE 0430 719 991

EMAIL claygully@gmail.com

Simmentals

Purchaser     $
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CLAY GULLY QUERY (P)
BRDPQ045 | DOB: 14/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
RED | POLLED | REGISTERED41
BARANA YEARDLEIGH (P)

WOONALLEE DIMENSION (P) (AI)
WOONALLEE TARA (P)

LAVARTA LAST MAN STANDING (P)
WILLANDRA EXCALIBUR (P)

WOONALLEE ROSY H130 (P)
WOONALLEE ROSY E224 (H) (ET) (AI)

WOONALLEE CLOCKWORK C54 (H)
BOKARA FREIGHTLINER F44 (H)

BOKARA DENISE 111 (H) (AI)
CLAY GULLY LIBERTY (H)

NOANGA BEECHWOOD
CLAY GULLY ESCORT

CLAY GULLY BERYL

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +1.4 +1.6 -0.2 +1.8 +16 +26 +39 +41
 27% 29% 29% 35% 33% 33% 32% 29%
 MILK SCRO CARC RIB RUMP

 +10 +0.6 +19 -0.1 +0.2
 28% 25% 27% 25% 25%

A top class smooth coated polled bull with exceptional length 
and a sirey outlook. Queensland born and bred.

CLAY GULLY QUARRY
BRDPQ037 | DOB: 21/05/2019 | AGE: 25 MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | HORNED42
BARANA ZORRO

WOONALLEE CLOCKWORK C54 (H)
WOONALLEE LADY SUZI Z9 (H) (ET) (AI)

BOKARA FREIGHTLINER F44 (H)
NGA TAWA BRAVEHEART AG33

BOKARA DENISE 111 (H) (AI)
BOKARA DENISE 60 (H) (AI)

MELDON PARK X490 (H)
MELDON PARK ACTION (H)

MELDON PARK WON (H) (TW)
CLAY GULLY DAILY

CLAY GULLY UKRAINE (H) (AI)
CLAY GULLY YAM

CLAY GULLY Q231 (H)

 CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK

 -4.5 +0.4 +2.4 +17 +26 +41 +44 +9
 25% 27% 38% 34% 33% 31% 26% 26%
 CARC

 +17
 26%

A powerful, smooth coated red bull with an exceptional carcase. 
Queensland born and bred.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



38 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

CLAY GULLY QUANITY
BRDPQ036 | DOB: 13/05/2019 | AGE: 25½ MTHS
TAN | HORNED | REGISTERED43
BARANA ZORRO

WOONALLEE CLOCKWORK C54 (H)
WOONALLEE LADY SUZI Z9 (H) (ET) (AI)

BOKARA FREIGHTLINER F44 (H)
NGA TAWA BRAVEHEART AG33

BOKARA DENISE 111 (H) (AI)
BOKARA DENISE 60 (H) (AI)

BARANA VAGABOND (P)
BARANA XCHANGE (P)

BARANA MAGDALEN (H)
CLAY GULLY CLAIRE

CLAY GULLY XEROX (H) (AI)
CLAY GULLY ALICE (H)

CLAY GULLY UCINDA (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -0.8 -3.7 +0.1 +2.3 +17 +25 +40 +43
 27% 28% 29% 42% 38% 36% 35% 30%
 MILK CARC

 +10 +17
 27% 28%

Smooth coated bull with depth and softness. Queensland born 
and bred.

CLAY GULLY QUARTER
BRDPQ038 | DOB: 24/05/2019 | AGE: 25 MTHS
TAN | HORNED | REGISTERED44
BARANA DEMERIUS (P)

NOANGA CARLTON (PP)
NOANGA TUPPENCE (H)

CLAY GULLY LIMITED EDITION (Pp)
BARANA EARLWOOD (P)

CLAY GULLY HOLLY H419
CLAY GULLY EMBLEM (P) (AI)

BARANA WOODSTOCK (P)
NOANGA BEECHWOOD

NOANGA NERIDA
CLAY GULLY HELEN H407

CLAY GULLY WARRIOR (H) (AI)
CLAY GULLY A BEAUT (H)

CLAY GULLY UBEAUT (H)

 BWT

 +2.7
 27%

A soft bull with extra length. Queensland born and bred.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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CANNON DEE PATRIOT (PP) (AI) (TW)
KNTPP083 | DOB: 19/12/2018 | AGE: 30 MTHS
RED | POLLED | REGISTERED45
TNT POWER SURGE T404

MRL HIGH VOLTAGE 155X
MRL MISS 371T

KOP SPARTAN 113A (P)
KOP CROSBY 137W (P)

KOP MS CROSBY 43Y
KOP MS WHEATIE 52U

BLINKBOU MODIST
WOONALLEE BHR TORNADO (P) (ET) (AI)

WISP-WILL ROSY
CANNON DEE KYRA (P) (AI)

GIBBY’S REAL DEAL 25T (P)
CANNON DEE GEORGIA (P) (AI)

AUSSIE PARK DELANI (P)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -5.9 -8.6 -1.2 +2.1 +27 +42 +50 +51
 38% 32% 52% 52% 47% 45% 42% 35%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +12 +0.6 +23 +3.0 +1.1 +1.3 +0.4 +0.1
 29% 28% 35% 28% 32% 31% 29% 28%

CANNON DEE SIMMENTALS
KW PERKINS & TL CROUCH

254 DICKMANS ROAD

CHINCHILLA QLD 4413

MOBILE 0488 732 794

EMAIL cannon.dee@bigpond.com

Purchaser     $



40 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

CANNON DEE QUAD (Pp)
KNTPQ102 | DOB: 30/03/2019 | AGE: 27 MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | HETERO POLLED (BY DNA TEST)46
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS BANDIT X340 (P)
BREWERS GWEN V186 (P)

K.B.V. KING (H)
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS HEIDI V193 (P)
BREWERS HEIDI T141 (H)

LANGTON-GATE PA009 (P)
AUSSIE PARK COLONIAL BOY (P)

AUSSIE PARK ANN
CANNON DEE KARA (P)

LANGTON-GATE PA009 (P)
AUSSIE PARK DELANI (P)

AUSSIE PARK APRICOT (H) (TW)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +0.2 +1.4 -0.9 +1.3 +10 +19 +24 +29
 30% 32% 29% 41% 34% 32% 31% 26%
 MILK

 +10
 25%

CANNON DEE PHANTOM (P) (AI)
KNTPP085 | DOB: 19/12/2018 | AGE: 30 MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | POLLED47
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U

DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X (P)
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T

STARWEST TOTAL VALUE (P)
SOLWAY ADONIS

PHS POLLED WINFALL 27W
BAR 5 P FF BELLE 1402S

GIBBYS NICHOLAS 302N (P)
GIBBY’S REAL DEAL 25T (P)

GIBBEY’S NABRISKA 16N
CANNON DEE GEORGIA (P) (AI)

LANGTON-GATE PA009 (P)
AUSSIE PARK DELANI (P)

AUSSIE PARK APRICOT (H) (TW)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -4.3 -13.7 +0.4 +2.0 +21 +31 +35 +33
 39% 40% 67% 66% 55% 53% 51% 44%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +9 +0.7 +18 +4.1 0.0 +0.2 +1.3 -0.2
 43% 35% 43% 35% 37% 34% 31% 34%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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CANNON DEE PACMAN (P) (AI)
KNTPP088 | DOB: 25/12/2018 | AGE: 30 MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | POLLED48
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U

DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X (P)
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T

STARWEST TOTAL VALUE (P)
SOLWAY ADONIS

PHS POLLED WINFALL 27W
BAR 5 P FF BELLE 1402S

LANGTON-GATE PA009 (P)
AUSSIE PARK COLONIAL BOY (P)

AUSSIE PARK ANN
CANNON DEE KEIRA (P)

AUSSIE PARK BOMBER (H)
AUSSIE PARK PRINCESS

GOLDPARK EMPRESS

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.1 -7.6 -0.1 +1.6 +18 +30 +33 +34
 36% 38% 66% 65% 54% 51% 49% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +0.4 +18 +3.5 +0.1 +0.3 +1.0 -0.1
 38% 29% 40% 31% 32% 29% 26% 29%

CANNON DEE QUICK DRAW (H)
KNTPQ104 | DOB: 01/11/2019 | AGE: 20 MTHS
BLONDE | REGISTERED | HORNED49
BILLA PARK POLL CHURCHILL (P)

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186 (P)
BILLA PARK XCEED

BILLA PARK MAYOR M179 (P)
WOONALLEE ZUES Z100 (H) (AI)

BILLA PARK CHLOE
BOORANG WYOMING (P)

BARANA YEARDLEIGH (P)
WOONALLEE DIMENSION (P) (AI)

WOONALLEE TARA (P)
WOONALLEE PANSY J25 (P)

WOONALLEE LIMPOPO (H) (ET) (AI)
WOONALLEE PANSY F248 (H)

WOONALLEE PANSY A68 (H)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 0.0 +0.6 -0.3 +2.5 +17 +27 +53 +57
 31% 31% 37% 61% 51% 50% 50% 42%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +0.8 +22 +2.1 0.0 +0.4 +1.0 +0.1
 31% 41% 38% 26% 31% 31% 29% 25%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



42 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

CANNON DEE QUINTAGO (P)
KNTPQ096 | DOB: 12/01/2019 | AGE: 29½ MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | POLLED50
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS BANDIT X340 (P)
BREWERS GWEN V186 (P)

K.B.V. KING (H)
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS HEIDI V193 (P)
BREWERS HEIDI T141 (H)

WILLANDRA EXCALIBUR (P)
WOONALLEE HEARTACHE (P)

WOONALLEE ROSY C127 (ET) (AI)
CANNON DEE LUANNE (P)

WOONALLEE KAINO A57 (H) (ET) (AI)
CANNON DEE FLORENCE (H)

AUSSIE PARK BECCY

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +0.7 -1.1 -0.4 +1.3 +14 +25 +31 +35
 32% 33% 34% 58% 46% 43% 41% 33%
 MILK CARC

 +12 +15
 28% 28%

CANNON DEE QUINALOW (H)
KNTPQ113 | DOB: 28/11/2019 | AGE: 19 MTHS
BLONDE | REGISTERED | HORNED51
BILLA PARK POLL CHURCHILL (P)

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186 (P)
BILLA PARK XCEED

BILLA PARK MAYOR M179 (P)
WOONALLEE ZUES Z100 (H) (AI)

BILLA PARK CHLOE
BOORANG WYOMING (P)

BREWERS BANDIT X340 (P)
K.B.V. KING (H)

BREWERS HEIDI V193 (P)
CANNON DEE NOUMEA (P)

GIBBY’S REAL DEAL 25T (P)
CANNON DEE GEORGIA (P) (AI)

AUSSIE PARK DELANI (P)

 GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW SCRO CARC

 -1.2 +1.8 +17 +27 +48 +55 +0.8 +20
 29% 56% 44% 43% 43% 35% 36% 31%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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CANNON DEE QUEBEC (P)
KNTPQ111 | DOB: 16/11/2019 | AGE: 19½ MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | POLLED52
BILLA PARK POLL CHURCHILL (P)

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186 (P)
BILLA PARK XCEED

BILLA PARK MAYOR M179 (P)
WOONALLEE ZUES Z100 (H) (AI)

BILLA PARK CHLOE
BOORANG WYOMING (P)

BARANA YEARDLEIGH (P)
WOONALLEE DIMENSION (P) (AI)

WOONALLEE TARA (P)
WOONALLEE FIORENZA J74 (P)

WOONALLEE BOULDER (H) (ET) (AI)
WOONALLEE FIORENZA F224 (H) (R)

WOONALLEE FIORENZA D106 (H) (ET) (AI) (R)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +3.7 -2.3 -1.8 +1.0 +15 +24 +45 +47
 31% 31% 36% 61% 51% 50% 50% 42%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +8 +0.8 +22 +2.9 +0.1 +0.6 +1.3 0.0
 31% 41% 38% 26% 31% 31% 29% 26%

CANNON DEE QUAMBY (P)
KNTPQ112 | DOB: 23/11/2019 | AGE: 19 MTHS
RED | REGISTERED | POLLED53
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS BANDIT X340 (P)
BREWERS GWEN V186 (P)

K.B.V. KING (H)
BREWERS BANDIT S117 (P)

BREWERS HEIDI V193 (P)
BREWERS HEIDI T141 (H)

LANGTON-GATE PA009 (P)
AUSSIE PARK COLONIAL BOY (P)

AUSSIE PARK ANN
CANNON DEE KEELIE (P)

WOONALLEE KAINO A57 (H) (ET) (AI)
CANNON DEE FLORENCE (H)

AUSSIE PARK BECCY

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 0.0 -0.4 -0.5 +1.4 +11 +19 +24 +27
 31% 33% 34% 60% 46% 42% 40% 32%
 MILK CARC

 +10 +10
 26% 25%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



44 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

MELDON PARK Q52 (P)
CCRPQ052 | DOB: 22/04/2019 | AGE: 26 MTHS
BLONDE | REGISTERED | POLLED54
WATERFRONT WHYTE (AI)

LUCRANA PIERMONT (P)
LUCRANA W023 (H)

LUCRANA GENERAL (P)
LUCRANA RAPID FIRE (P) (AI)

LUCRANA W030 (H)
LUCRANA MICHAELA (H)

BARANA SHAKSPEARE (H)
LUCRANA Z005 (H)

LUCRANA CORDELIA (P)
MELDON PARK E371

AVONCROFT ASTER 472937
RAIGMORE IVY (AI)

RAIGMORE ILSA +88 (AI)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +4.8 -4.0 -1.2 +1.5 +12 +25 +30 +25
 31% 30% 35% 52% 62% 65% 60% 50%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +11 +0.1 +14 +2.3 -1.0 -1.2 +1.3 +0.2
 51% 41% 52% 33% 33% 33% 33% 25%

MELDON PARK SIMMENTALS
RC & EM SKENE

3246 DALBY-CECIL PLAINS ROAD

CECIL PLAINS QLD 4407

MOBILE 0428 717 847

EMAIL info@meldonparksimmentals.com.au

Purchaser     $
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MELDON PARK Q57 (H)
CCRPQ057 | DOB: 08/05/2019 | AGE: 25½ MTHS
BROWN | REGISTERED | HORNED55
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X (P)

STARWEST TOTAL VALUE (P)
PHS POLLED WINFALL 27W

WOONALLEE LAMPOON (P) (ET) (AI)
BLINKBOU MODIST

WOONALLEE ROSY E227 (H) (ET) (AI)
WISP-WILL ROSY

WOONALLEE BENEFACTOR (H) (AI)
BANDEEKA JAMAICA (H)

BANDEEKA Z VIEW (H)
MELDON PARK NESSY (S)

LUCRANA Z005 (H)
MELDON PARK BLOCKER

RAIGMORE JASMINE III (P) (AI) (R)

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -1.4 -3.6 +0.6 +1.9 +22 +28 +34 +34
 27% 28% 30% 50% 59% 63% 57% 46%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +9 +0.8 +19 +3.3 +0.4 +0.9 +1.2 -0.3
 33% 41% 49% 30% 31% 31% 30% 26%

CASA TORO SIMMENTALS
SA & CA YORK

70 JACKSON-WANDOAN ROAD

JACKSON QLD 4426

MOBILE 0427 274 410

EMAIL scyork@bigpond.com

Purchaser     $



46 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

BILLA PARK PETERBUILT P103 (H)
ZNYPP103 | DOB: 25/07/2018 | AGE: 35 MTHS
BLONDE | REGISTERED | HORNED56
BARANA DOYLE (P)

LUCRANA HUNTER (P)
LUCRANA B020 (H)

LUCRANA LEGEND (Pp)
WATERFRONT WHYTE (AI)

LUCRANA Z057 (P)
LUCRANA KRISTY (H)

BILLA PARK POLL CHURCHILL (P)
BILLA PARK POLL FUSION F115 (P)

BILLA PARK TAMMY
BILLA PARK JASMINE J77 (H)

BOORANG ZEALOUS (H)
BILLA PARK DIDO D18 (H)

BILLA PARK ADELAIDE

 BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK SCRO CARC

 +2.7 +17 +26 +46 +54 +9 +0.4 +18
 42% 52% 58% 60% 49% 30% 39% 46%

A well-made Lucrana Legend son. An athletic bull with good hair 
and skin type.

CASA TORO P259
YSCOP259 | DOB: 6/11/2018 | AGE: 31½ MTHS
HERD BULL | POLLED57

BILLA PARK POLL CHURCHILL (P)

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT (P)

BILLA PARK XCEED

BUSHLAND CB61

A typical High Impact son. Bone, muscle and softness in one 
allround package.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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TULLAYR SIMMENTALS
GEORGE WRAGGE

WALLINGTON ROAD

SCONE NSW 2337

MOBILE 0419 014 754

EMAIL tullayr@gmail.com

TULLAYR QUARTERBACK
710 | DOB: 23/7/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
HERD BULL | RED | POLLED58

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

ULMARRA GARTH

TULLAYR MAISY

TULLAYR GERTIE

A high yielding, moderate framed bull with sound conformation. 
Google eyes, polled and good hair type.

Purchaser     $



48 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

TULLAYR QUANTIFIABULL
712 | DOB: 25/7/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
HERD BULL | RED | POLLED59

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

ULMARRA GARTH

TULLAYR LILY

TULLAYR HYACYNTH

A bull with plenty of length and mobility. Goggle eyes, polled and 
a good clean sheath and coat.

TULLAYR QUEENSLANDER
ZGWPQ815 | DOB: 4/8/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
REGD | RED | POLLED60

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

ULMARRA GARTH

TULLAYR LAST ZGWPL311

DELELVIN INVITATION

From one of our more consistent cow lines. Plenty of length, 
yield and conformation. Good pigment and polled.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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TULLAYR QUANTUM THEORY
815B | DOB: 8/8/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
HERD BULL | RED | POLLED61

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

WONDENIA ENVIRO

TULLAYR GERTIE

TULLAYR DOT

A well put together bull with a great temperament. well 
pigmented, polled, free-moving with plenty of yield traits.

TULLAYR QUIBELL
814 | DOB: 3/8/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
HERD BULL | RED | POLLED62

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

PROSTOCK HUGO

TULLAYR JESABELL

TULLAYR ANNABELL

A very growthy bull with plenty of length and style. Polled, 
pigmented with great temperament and hair type.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



50 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

TULLAYR QUIET
813 | DOB: 3/8/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
REGD | RED | POLLED63

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074

SAVANNAH JON BON VPCP J015

CORINDA DOWNS DHARMA

PROSTOCK HUGO

TULLAYR JESINTA ZGWPJ003

TULLAYR BELLA

An easy doing bull with a real sire’s outlook. Plenty of weight for 
age and yield. Perfect temperament and pigmentation.

KENDALL PARK SIMMENTALS
JAMES COCHRANE

112 CARLSON ROAD

COLES CREEK 4510

MOBILE 0438 843 166

EMAIL kendallparksimmentals@gmail.com

Purchaser     $
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KENDALL PARK QANTAS
Q101 | DOB: 18/11/2019 | AGE: 19 MTHS
REGD | TRAD | HORNED64

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

WORMBETE DUGALD (P)

WORMBETE LIBBY H50 AGOPHOSO

WORMBETE LIBBY Y75

The complete package, hard to fault. Plenty of length, width and 
depth. From a solid cow family by the 2018 top price Billa Park 
bull.

KENDALL PARK QUINNY (P)
KPQ | DOB: 27/12/2019 | AGE: 18 MTHS
REGD | TRAD | POLLED65

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

WORMBETE DUGALD (P)

WORMBETE MILLIE F72 (P) AGOPF072

WORMBETE C100

A polled bull with ample bone and softness.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $



52 | AG-GROW PREMIER MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

KENDALL PARK QUILPIE
KPQ | DOB: 20/11/2019 | AGE: 19 MTHS
REGD | TRAD | HORNED66

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

VINTAGE CENTAUR WSRPZ232

WORMBETE DIDEE IAGOPD096

WORMBETE WILMA AGOPW075

This fella will put some weight, length and width in your bullocks.

KENDALL PARK QUINALOW (P)
KPQ | DOB: 26/11/2019 | AGE: 19 MTHS
REGD | TRAD | POLLED67

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

CALLENDALE FRANK ALUPF011

WORMBETE WILMA L74 AGOPL074

WORMBETE NELL E140

A quiet poley with skin, stretch and scale.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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KENDALL PARK QUENTON
KPQ | DOB: 4/12/2019 | AGE: 18½ MTHS
REGD | TRAD | HORNED68

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

BULLOCK HILLS GLADIATOR

WORMBETE NOLA L99 AGOPL099

WORMBETE DUCHESS

Plenty of carcase and style.

KENDALL PARK QUINCY
KPQ | DOB: 26/12/2019 | AGE: 18 MTHS
REGD | TRAD | POLLED69

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

WORMBETE DUGALD AGOPD07

WORMBETE FATIMA AGOPF035

WORMBETE W045

A poley with punch.

KENDALL PARK HERD BULL
KP
HERD BULL | TRAD | HORNED70

BILLA PARK HIGH IMPACT H186

BILLA PARK NEXT GENERATION N46 ZNYPN046

BILLA PARK WINE

PUREBRED COW

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BULLANDO PROTOCOL P011 (PP) (ET) (AI)
| ID: | DOB: 03/12/2018 | AGE: 30½ MTHS
ZXRPP011 | REGISTERED | HOMO. POLLED (BY PEDIGREE) | RED71
R PLUS MOONSHINE 7077T

DCR MR MOON SHINE X102 (PP)
DCR MS SHEARCROCK U302

TNT 90 PROOF Z401 (PP) (R)
TNT FIVE STAR P275

TNT MISS S17
TNT MISS HONEY L9

LAZY S RED SHOCKER 226L (P)
LANCASTER RED BARON (P) (ET) (AI) (R)

GW MISS RED LIGHT 910J
LANCASTER BLANCHE G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

GW LUCKY ONE 686K (P)
LANCASTER BLANCHE (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

GW MISS LUCKY BUCK 021J

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 +0.4 +1.1 -1.3 +0.3 +25 +42 +46 +47
 33% 33% 40% 60% 52% 51% 48% 40%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +4 +0.6 +28 +3.8 +0.7 -0.2 +0.2 +0.3
 42% 32% 44% 39% 41% 38% 33% 40%

BULLANDO SIMMENTALS

127 WEATHERLY ROAD

BOLINDA VIC 3432

MOBILE 0427 588 899

EMAIL bullandosimmentals@gmail.com

Purchaser     $
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BULLANDO PACKER P002 (P) (ET) (AI)
| ID: | DOB: 14/12/2018 | AGE: 30½ MTHS
ZXRPP002 | REGISTERED | POLLED | RED72
WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE 122Y

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER (P) (R)
WHEATLAND LADY 81X

WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH (P) (R)
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR (P) (ET) (R)

HR/RR MS CANDACE T73
GFI CANDACE G51 (P)

SRS J914 PREFERRED BEEF (P) (B)
SRS RIGHT-ON 22R (P) (B)

SRS G720 GILLIAN
LANCASTER BLANCHE J236 (PP) (ET) (AI) (B)

GW LUCKY ONE 686K (P)
LANCASTER BLANCHE (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

GW MISS LUCKY BUCK 021J

 CE DIR CE DTR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW

 -2.7 -5.3 -1.0 +1.0 +23 +35 +34 +31
 34% 33% 39% 60% 52% 51% 47% 41%
 MILK SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +7 +0.1 +19 +3.1 +1.1 +0.6 -0.5 +0.7
 43% 32% 44% 39% 41% 37% 33% 39%

BULLANDO QUAKE Q004 (P) (ET) (AI) (B)
| ID: | DOB: 12/12/2019 | AGE: 18½ MTHS
ZXRPQ004 | REGISTERED | BLACK SIMMENTAL | POLLED73
MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R (P)

KOP CROSBY 137W (P)
KOP MS BENGIE 6P (P)

SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y (P) (B)
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P (P)

SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T (P)
SPRINGCREEK LINNIE 71P (P)

R PLUS MOONSHINE 7077T
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102 (PP)

DCR MS SHEARCROCK U302
SAVANNAH ZOE M02 (PP) (ET) (AI)

LANCASTER RED BARON (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
LANCASTER BLANCHE G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

LANCASTER BLANCHE (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

 CE DIR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK

 +1.2 -1.4 -0.4 +20 +31 +35 +32 +6
 30% 44% 58% 50% 49% 44% 36% 40%
 SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +0.2 +21 +3.8 +0.8 +0.1 +0.3 +0.1
 29% 41% 36% 37% 33% 29% 36%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BULLANDO QUEST Q003 (P) (ET) (AI)
| ID: | DOB: 28/12/2019 | AGE: 18 MTHS
ZXRPQ003 | REGISTERED | POLLED | RED74
IPU RED WESTERN 49X

KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z (P)
KWA MS ROCK 14X

HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B (P) (R)
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

HARVIE DAKOTA ROSE 11Z (P) (B)
WS DAKOTA ROSE M86

R PLUS MOONSHINE 7077T
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102 (PP)

DCR MS SHEARCROCK U302
SAVANNAH ZOE M08 (PP) (ET)

LANCASTER RED BARON (P) (ET) (AI) (R)
LANCASTER BLANCHE G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)

LANCASTER BLANCHE (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

 CE DIR GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW MILK

 -1.4 -0.8 +0.3 +28 +48 +51 +50 +3
 25% 36% 56% 47% 47% 42% 33% 38%
 SCRO CARC EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF

 +0.6 +33 +3.5 +0.8 +0.1 0.0 +0.2
 26% 40% 34% 35% 30% 26% 34%

FIRST XI QUINTON (P) (R)
| ID: | DOB: 29/05/2019 | AGE: 25 MTHS
FXIPQ002 | MALE | ACTIVE | REGISTERED | POLLED | RED75
MRL 130Y

COME AS U R RED ROCKET (P) (R)
MISS XCITING 14X

FIRST XI NOVANTA (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
LANCASTER RED BARON (P) (ET) (AI) (R)

LANCASTER BLANCHE G114 (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
LANCASTER BLANCHE (P) (ET) (AI) (B)

LANCASTER E-TYPE E074 (P) (AI) (R)
SAVANNAH JON BON JOVI (P) (ET) (AI)

CORINDADOWNS DHARMA (PP) (ET) (AI) (R)
SAVANNAH CLOVER M14 (P) (ET) (AI) (R)

TRENTONFARMS SMOKIN JOE (P) (B)
CORINDADOWNS CLOVER (Pp) (R)

CORINDADOWNS AZTEC (P) (AI) (B)

 GEST BWT 200 D 400 D 600 D M COW CARC

 -1.3 +1.0 +23 +36 +38 +39 +21
 27% 34% 30% 30% 29% 25% 26%

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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GOONDI Q19 [#]
QDHQ19 | DOB: 19/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
HBR76
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

HOFF LIMITED EDITION S C 594 [#]
RAFF LIMITED EDITION A81 [SV]

RAFF BURNETTE Y88 [#]
GOONDI LYNETTE G50 [#]

DSK PP SANDY S11 [#]
GOONDI VANITY FAIR Z21 [#]

GOONDI LYNETTE K2+90 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -6.2 -2.1 -2.0 +6.0 +40 +73 +95 +93
 29% 25% 49% 40% 40% 40% 40% 38%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +9 - +1.0 - -0.12 +52 +3.7 -1.6
 35% - 36% - 27% 36% 34% 37%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.9 +1.3 +0.7 $69 $82 $59 $76
 35% 35% 33% - - - -

GOONDI ANGUS
DARRYL & NICOLE HAYWARD

3223 TOOWOOMBA-KARARA ROAD

FELTON QLD 4358

MOBILE 0458 958 158

EMAIL goondi2@hotmail.com

Angus

Purchaser     $
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GOONDI Q18 [#]
QDHQ18 | DOB: 09/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
HBR77
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

HOFF LIMITED EDITION S C 594 [#]
CHVALLI SPECIAL EDITION A12 [SV]

FORRES BURNETTE U143 [#]
CHVALLI MAGIC D2 [#]

ARDROSSAN YELLOWSTONE Y12 [PV]
CHVALLI MAGIC A16 [#]

NORTH EAST MAGIC R50+96 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -8.0 -2.9 -2.8 +6.9 +47 +83 +108 +109
 33% 28% 52% 47% 44% 42% 43% 41%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +8 -1.8 +1.4 - -0.21 +62 +4.2 -2.1
 37% 25% 36% - 29% 38% 35% 39%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -2.8 +2.0 +0.6 $82 $91 $77 $86
 36% 37% 35% - - - -

GOONDI Q20 [#]
QDHQ20 | DOB: 21/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
HBR78
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

HOFF LIMITED EDITION S C 594 [#]
RAFF LIMITED EDITION A81 [SV]

RAFF BURNETTE Y88 [#]
GOONDI LYNETTE F2 [#]

DSK PP SANDY S11 [#]
GOONDI LYNETTE W10 [#]

GOONDI LYNETTE K2+90 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -6.2 -2.1 -2.0 +6.0 +40 +73 +95 +93
 29% 25% 49% 40% 40% 40% 40% 38%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +9 - +1.0 - -0.12 +52 +3.7 -1.6
 35% - 36% - 27% 36% 34% 37%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.9 +1.3 +0.7 $69 $82 $59 $76
 35% 35% 33% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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GOONDI Q13 [#]
QDHQ13 | DOB: 27/07/2019 | AGE: 23 MTHS
HBR79
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

HOFF LIMITED EDITION S C 594 [#]
RAFF LIMITED EDITION A81 [SV]

RAFF BURNETTE Y88 [#]
GOONDI DORIS E24 [#]

BONNY BROOKE YORK Y6 [SV]
GOONDI DORIS C15 [#]

GOONDI DORIS Q6+95 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -7.8 -2.0 -1.5 +6.2 +41 +74 +96 +94
 29% 25% 50% 41% 41% 41% 41% 38%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +9 - +1.0 - -0.15 +53 +3.9 -1.6
 36% - 37% - 28% 37% 35% 38%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.8 +1.3 +0.7 $68 $81 $59 $75
 36% 36% 34% - - - -

GOONDI Q16 [#]
QDHQ16 | DOB: 07/08/2019 | AGE: 22½ MTHS
HBR80
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

S A V 5175 BANDO 0699 [#]
WILLUNGA CHAIT C04 [SV]

NAROOLA MELODY X61 [#]
GOONDI DORIS F15 [#]

DSK PP SANDY S11 [#]
GOONDI DORIS X12 [#]

GOONDI DORIS Q6+95 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -4.4 - -2.8 +6.1 +42 +77 +102 +97
 28% - 49% 40% 40% 39% 39% 37%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +9 - +1.3 - +0.04 +55 +4.5 -1.2
 34% - 34% - 27% 36% 34% 37%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.3 +1.3 +0.7 $82 $89 $75 $87
 35% 35% 33% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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GOONDI Q25 [#]
QDHQ25 | DOB: 04/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
HBR81
YOUNG DALE KNOCKOUT 134U [#]

YOUNG DALE XCALIBER 32X [PV]
BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T [#]

EJ MERLIN 32X M15 [SV]
IRELANDS CARTWRIGHT C29 [PV]

EJ SWEET PEA F42 [#]
EJ SWEET PEA Z5 [#]

BOOROOMOOKA UTMOST U151 [#]
BONNY BROOKE YORK Y6 [SV]

BONNY BROOKE LULU ROSE Q14+95 [#]
GOONDI VANITY FAIR D28 [#]

RIPPLE VALE LOYAL+91 [#]
GOONDI VANITY FAIR R10+96 [#]

THOLOGOLONG VANTYFAIR F14. [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 -3.7 - -2.0 +5.4 +36 +67 +85 +82
 28% - 46% 40% 41% 40% 40% 38%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +9 - +1.0 - -0.05 +47 +4.1 -1.0
 35% - 34% - 26% 36% 34% 36%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.6 +1.3 +0.4 $67 $82 $54 $74
 35% 35% 33% - - - -

Purchaser     $

GDL: Rockhampton: 07-4837 3850

Georgie Connor: 0428-347 550

GDL: Dalby office: 07-46696955

Mark Duthie: 0448-016950

Always renowned for excellent 
‘Value for Money’ buying!

THESE BULLS WON’T LET YOU DOWN.
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RYTARGRA ANGUS

164 FOUR MILE ROAD

KABRA QLD 4702

MOBILE 0447 626 001

EMAIL rytargra@hotmail.com

RYTARGRA PROFESSOR P01 [#]
SSSP01 | DOB: 07/06/2018 | AGE: 3 YRS
HBR82
KAROO W109 DIRECTION Z181 [SV]

CARABAR DOCKLANDS D62 [PV]
CARABAR BLACKCAP MARY B12 [PV]

MILLAH MURRAH DOCKLANDS J193 [SV]
MILLAH MURRAH DIGBY D108 [PV]

MILLAH MURRAH BRENDA F123 [PV]
MILLAH MURRAH BRENDA D113 [PV]

HIGHLANDER OF STERN AB [#]
MILLAH MURRAH HIGHLANDER G7 [PV]

MILLAH MURRAH PRUE E16 [PV]
ASCOT RITA L407 [#]

KANSAS OVERLANDER Z239 [PV]
KANSAS RITA B165 [#]

KANSAS RITA Z172 [DV]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +6.6 +5.5 -7.4 +3.2 +44 +83 +110 +79
 43% 37% 59% 63% 61% 61% 61% 59%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +24 -8.5 +3.1 - +0.24 +66 +3.9 +0.4
 55% 37% 58% - 46% 56% 54% 58%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.0 +0.2 +1.4 $128 $116 $131 $124
 56% 55% 54% - - - -

Professor is a real meat machine. He is extremely long with 
depth to spare. He will produce early maturing, easy doing 
calves.

Purchaser     $
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RCD1 ANGUS
RCD1 UNIT TRUST

2/3 NORTHWARD STREET

UPPER COOMERA Q 4209

PHONE 0422 115 511

BROWN MTN Q5 [#]
ELZQ5 | DOB: 23/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
APR83
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

BROWN MTN N131 [SV]
RENNYLEA E835 [PV]

BROWN MTN DASHING H55 [#]
BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]

RENNYLEA G317 [PV]
RENNYLEA K599 [SV]

RENNYLEA G399 [#]
BROWN MTN THELMA N115 [#]

BULLAMALITA KENDRUM E46 [SV]
BROWN MTN THELMA J24 [#]

BROWN MTN THELMA G40 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +5.5 +4.0 -3.6 +1.6 +32 +60 +73 +40
 51% 35% 53% 67% 63% 59% 60% 56%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +16 -6.3 +1.5 - +0.75 +44 +6.8 +2.8
 50% 32% 48% - 43% 53% 52% 58%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.5 -1.8 +3.8 $108 $101 $119 $101
 55% 54% 53% - - - -

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q10 [#]
ELZQ10 | DOB: 01/09/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
APR84
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

BROWN MTN N131 [SV]
RENNYLEA E835 [PV]

BROWN MTN DASHING H55 [#]
BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]

TUWHARETOA D143 [PV]
GLENOCH GALLEON G57 [SV]

GLENOCH FLOWER E72 [#]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA N203 [#]

RENNYLEA C1 [PV]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA F83 [#]

BROWN MTN KUNUMA D161 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +9.7 +7.6 -4.3 +0.3 +30 +58 +67 +31
 48% 34% 55% 68% 63% 60% 61% 57%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +16 -6.7 +0.6 - +0.74 +44 +5.7 +3.5
 52% 33% 50% - 44% 54% 53% 59%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +2.5 -2.8 +4.7 $111 $103 $127 $101
 55% 55% 54% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q25 [#]
ELZQ25 | DOB: 29/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
APR85
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

BROWN MTN N131 [SV]
RENNYLEA E835 [PV]

BROWN MTN DASHING H55 [#]
BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]

RENNYLEA EDMUND E11 [PV]
RENNYLEA K998 [SV]

RENNYLEA G548 [#]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX N26 [#]

GLENOCH GALLEON G57 [SV]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX L150 [#]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX F163 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +11.0 +7.1 -4.0 -0.3 +26 +54 +64 +37
 48% 34% 61% 68% 62% 58% 60% 56%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +18 -7.9 +1.3 - +0.94 +42 +5.3 +3.6
 49% 33% 49% - 44% 53% 51% 58%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +2.4 -2.5 +4.1 $106 $98 $119 $97
 54% 54% 52% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q42 [#]
ELZQ42 | DOB: 29/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
HBR86
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN M202 [SV]
KUNUMA Z177 [SV]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX D114 [#]
BMA BROWN MTN ISOBYX A12 [#]

LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]
OUR FARM J244 [PV]

BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]
BROWN MTN TWINKLE M25 [#]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
BROWN MTN TWINKLE K162 [#]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE E163 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +10.5 +3.5 -3.4 +0.8 +35 +65 +81 +53
 41% 35% 55% 69% 64% 60% 62% 59%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +19 -5.8 +2.8 - +0.76 +41 +8.4 +1.2
 54% 35% 51% - 45% 56% 54% 60%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +0.9 +0.2 +2.9 $116 $110 $123 $110
 57% 57% 54% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q47 [#]
ELZQ47 | DOB: 05/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
APR87
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN M202 [SV]
KUNUMA Z177 [SV]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX D114 [#]
BMA BROWN MTN ISOBYX A12 [#]

RENNYLEA G317 [PV]
RENNYLEA K599 [SV]

RENNYLEA G399 [#]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA M222 [#]

STRATHEWEN NEW DESIGN 1407 A51 [PV]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA G113 [#]

BROWN MTN KUNUMA D174 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +9.8 +4.9 -3.5 +1.0 +34 +64 +76 +45
 41% 35% 54% 69% 64% 60% 61% 58%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +17 -6.7 +2.2 - +0.74 +42 +8.0 +1.8
 54% 34% 51% - 44% 55% 53% 59%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.4 -0.4 +3.2 $117 $111 $126 $110
 56% 56% 54% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q56 [#]
ELZQ56 | DOB: 17/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
HBR88
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN M202 [SV]
KUNUMA Z177 [SV]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX D114 [#]
BMA BROWN MTN ISOBYX A12 [#]

TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]
BROWN MTN QUAINTLY M182 [#]

TE MANIA YOU RIPPER Y692 [#]
BROWN MTN QUAINTLY C23 [#]

WEEMALAH QUAINTLY Z134 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +7.9 +3.3 -3.6 +2.0 +40 +73 +89 +65
 43% 38% 58% 70% 65% 63% 64% 61%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +16 -6.4 +2.7 - +0.77 +45 +8.1 +1.3
 57% 37% 54% - 47% 59% 56% 62%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.2 -0.3 +3.5 $127 $117 $142 $118
 58% 59% 57% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q62 [#]
ELZQ62 | DOB: 24/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
APR89
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN AFRICA L113 [SV]
RENNYLEA C1 [PV]

BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]
BROWN MTN DASHING D73 [#]

TUWHARETOA D143 [PV]
GLENOCH GALLEON G57 [SV]

GLENOCH FLOWER E72 [#]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA L215 [#]

RENNYLEA C1 [PV]
BROWN MTN KUNUMA F83 [#]

BROWN MTN KUNUMA D161 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +9.2 +6.4 -5.2 +2.2 +38 +66 +81 +50
 39% 34% 60% 60% 63% 61% 63% 59%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +15 -6.3 +1.5 - +0.51 +47 +7.1 +0.7
 54% 34% 52% - 45% 56% 54% 60%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.0 -1.0 +4.6 $128 $115 $150 $115
 57% 57% 55% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q68 [#]
ELZQ68 | DOB: 27/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
HBR90
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN AFRICA L113 [SV]
RENNYLEA C1 [PV]

BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]
BROWN MTN DASHING D73 [#]

TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX K255 [#]

TE MANIA YOU RIPPER Y692 [#]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX B10 [#]

WEEMALAH ISOBYX Z57 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +9.0 +4.6 -4.7 +2.2 +40 +71 +93 +64
 43% 39% 63% 63% 64% 64% 65% 62%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +17 -6.5 +2.7 - +0.56 +48 +6.6 +0.4
 57% 38% 54% - 48% 59% 57% 63%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.1 -0.8 +4.6 $137 $118 $163 $122
 60% 60% 58% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q72 [#]
ELZQ72 | DOB: 31/08/2019 | AGE: 22 MTHS
HBR91
LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]

OUR FARM J244 [PV]
BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]

BROWN MTN M43 [SV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE K190 [#]
WEEMALAH TWINKLE Y65 [#]

KUNUMA A027 [SV]
KUNUMA E90 [SV]

KUNUMA B138 [#]
BROWN MTN GLENCAIRN J141 [#]

MERRIC RIVERS NEW DESIGN T149 [SV]
BMA BROWN MTN GLENY A6 [#]

WEEMALAH GLENCARN Y155 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +1.8 -0.6 -2.4 +4.4 +37 +62 +81 +71
 34% 30% 50% 55% 60% 57% 58% 55%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +13 -4.6 +2.7 - +0.56 +45 +6.8 +1.0
 52% 31% 47% - 40% 52% 50% 56%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +0.6 +0.6 +2.1 $97 $97 $99 $95
 53% 52% 50% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q85 [#]
ELZQ85 | DOB: 04/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
HBR92
TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]

RENNYLEA G35 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

BROWN MTN AFRICA L113 [SV]
RENNYLEA C1 [PV]

BROWN MTN DAHING F66 [#]
BROWN MTN DASHING D73 [#]

RENNYLEA C1 [PV]
BROWN MTN UNDERTAKEN G98 [SV]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE E163 [#]
BROWN MTN VIVA L53 [#]

BROWN MTN B63 [SV]
BROWN MTN VIVA H227 [#]

BROWN MTN VIVA B32 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +8.8 +6.5 -4.5 +2.2 +34 +61 +77 +54
 37% 32% 60% 59% 62% 60% 62% 58%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +17 -5.2 +1.9 - +0.44 +43 +6.6 +0.1
 53% 33% 50% - 44% 55% 53% 59%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -0.3 -0.2 +3.6 $112 $106 $127 $104
 56% 56% 54% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q97 [#]
ELZQ97 | DOB: 08/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
APR93
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

KENNY’S CREEK F1023 N503 [SV]
MATAURI REALITY 839 [#]

DOUGHBOY K336 [SV]
RENNYLEA G769 [#]

TE MANIA AFRICA A217 [PV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]
BROWN MTN ENID J96 [#]

BROWN MTN B63 [SV]
BROWN MTN ENID F24 [#]

WEEMALAH ENID Z79 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +6.9 +3.4 -4.9 +3.1 +41 +74 +93 +84
 36% 33% 56% 55% 60% 57% 58% 55%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +14 -7.8 +3.0 - +0.69 +53 +3.0 +2.6
 52% 34% 50% - 44% 54% 51% 57%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.3 -1.7 +3.9 $122 $108 $142 $110
 54% 54% 52% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q109 [#]
ELZQ109 | DOB: 13/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
HBR94
LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]

OUR FARM J244 [PV]
BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]

BROWN MTN M43 [SV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE K190 [#]
WEEMALAH TWINKLE Y65 [#]

BOOROOMOOKA UNDERTAKEN Y145 [PV]
ARDROSSAN UNDERTAKEN B312 [PV]

ARDROSSAN WILCOOLA V129 [#]
BROWN MTN TOPSY J207 [#]

TE MANIA YOU RIPPER Y692 [#]
BROWN MTN TOPSY D20 [#]

WEEMALAH TOPSY Y196 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +0.5 -1.9 -1.9 +5.0 +42 +74 +100 +90
 35% 31% 50% 55% 60% 58% 59% 56%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +11 -5.3 +3.2 - +0.52 +52 +4.4 +1.9
 52% 32% 47% - 40% 53% 51% 57%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.9 -0.3 +2.1 $107 $99 $111 $105
 54% 53% 52% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q118 [#]
ELZQ118 | DOB: 16/09/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
APR95
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

KENNY’S CREEK F1023 N503 [SV]
MATAURI REALITY 839 [#]

DOUGHBOY K336 [SV]
RENNYLEA G769 [#]

RENNYLEA C1 [PV]
BROWN MTN UNDERTAKEN G98 [SV]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE E163 [#]
BROWN MTN THELMA L35 [#]

KUNUMA E34 [SV]
BROWN MTN THELMA H13 [#]

WEEMALAH THELMA Y45 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +8.9 +6.5 -5.1 +3.3 +43 +75 +98 +86
 34% 30% 55% 55% 59% 56% 58% 54%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +15 -5.7 +2.3 - +0.48 +57 +3.4 +2.1
 50% 32% 48% - 43% 53% 50% 57%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +0.3 -1.1 +2.7 $111 $104 $119 $106
 53% 53% 51% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q122 [#]
| ID: ELZQ122 | DOB: 19/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
HBR 96
BOOROOMOOKA UNDERTAKEN Y145 [PV]

RENNYLEA EDMUND E11 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

CHILTERN PARK MARBLES M3 [PV]
TUWHARETOA REGENT D145 [PV]

CHILTERN PARK J4 [SV]
TUWHARETOA C115 [SV]

LAWSONS DINKY-DI Z191 [SV]
KUNUMA E34 [SV]

KUNUMA B91 [#]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX J219 [#]

ARDROSSAN UNDERTAKEN B312 [PV]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX E175 [#]

BMA BROWN MTN ISOBYX A12 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +6.8 +2.1 -4.6 +2.7 +37 +71 +95 +66
 46% 41% 61% 63% 65% 64% 66% 63%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +22 -6.6 +2.3 - +0.08 +53 +4.2 +0.7
 58% 42% 56% - 54% 62% 59% 63%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.0 +0.5 +2.4 $118 $108 $128 $111
 61% 61% 60% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q131 [#]
ELZQ131 | DOB: 28/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
APR97
TE MANIA BERKLEY B1 [PV]

HAZELDEAN F1023 [SV]
HAZELDEAN B723 [#]

KENNY’S CREEK F1023 N503 [SV]
MATAURI REALITY 839 [#]

DOUGHBOY K336 [SV]
RENNYLEA G769 [#]

LAWSONS DINKY-DI Z191 [SV]
KUNUMA E34 [SV]

KUNUMA B91 [#]
BROWN MTN THELMA H198 [#]

ARDROSSAN DIRECTION B325 [SV]
BROWN MTN THELMA E 134 E134 [#]

WEEMALAH THELMA Z223 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +7.0 +3.8 -4.3 +3.7 +48 +83 +111 +97
 35% 32% 54% 56% 58% 57% 58% 57%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +18 -5.5 +3.1 - +0.35 +63 +2.3 +1.4
 52% 33% 50% - 43% 53% 51% 57%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +0.4 -1.1 +2.7 $116 $106 $126 $111
 54% 53% 51% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q133 [#]
ELZQ133 | DOB: 29/09/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
APR98
LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]

OUR FARM J244 [PV]
BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]

BROWN MTN M43 [SV]
RENNYLEA G35 [PV]

BROWN MTN TWINKLE K190 [#]
WEEMALAH TWINKLE Y65 [#]

RENNYLEA C574 [PV]
RENNYLEA E835 [PV]

RENNYLEA Y128 [#]
BROWN MTN ENID H54 [#]

BROWN MTN B63 [SV]
BROWN MTN ENID F36 [#]

WEEMALAH ENID Y173 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +0.5 +1.5 -2.2 +4.1 +39 +66 +87 +70
 33% 30% 49% 54% 59% 56% 56% 53%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +16 -5.9 +2.3 - +0.46 +49 +5.9 +1.1
 52% 31% 45% - 39% 51% 49% 56%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 +1.2 -0.4 +2.7 $105 $98 $111 $100
 53% 52% 50% - - - -

BROWN MTN Q142 [#]
ELZQ142 | DOB: 05/10/2019 | AGE: 20½ MTHS
HBR99
BOOROOMOOKA UNDERTAKEN Y145 [PV]

RENNYLEA EDMUND E11 [PV]
LAWSONS HENRY VIII Y5 [SV]

CHILTERN PARK MARBLES M3 [PV]
TUWHARETOA REGENT D145 [PV]

CHILTERN PARK J4 [SV]
TUWHARETOA C115 [SV]

RENNYLEA XPONENTIAL X555 [#]
BROWN MTN B63 [SV]

WEEMALAH DASHING Y30 [#]
BROWN MTN ISOBYX H143 [#]

MERRIC RIVERS NEW DESIGN T149 [SV]
BMA BROWN MTN ISOBYX A12 [#]

WEEMALAH ISOBYX Y151 [#]

 CE-DIR CE-DTR GEST BWT 200-D 400-D 600-D M-COW

 +4.9 +0.3 -4.5 +2.8 +34 +62 +82 +59
 46% 41% 62% 63% 65% 63% 64% 61%
 MILK D-2-C SCRO DOC NFI-F C-WT EMA RIB

 +20 -6.7 +2.5 - +0.09 +46 +3.6 +0.1
 57% 43% 56% - 53% 61% 59% 63%
 P8 RBY IMF ABI DOM HGRN HGRS

 -1.4 +0.5 +2.6 $106 $101 $117 $99
 61% 61% 60% - - - -

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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BROWN MTN Q77
Q077 | DOB: 2/9/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
HERD BULL100

HAZELDEAN F1023 F1023NHZ

KENN’S CREEK F1023 N503 N503NDI

DOUBHBOY K336 K33YATC

KUNUMA E90 E90NOL

BROWN MTN MERRIMENT K300 K300

RENNYLEA NORC1
BROWN MTN MERRIMENT G159 G159

BROWN MTN MERRIMENT E76 E076

BROWN MTN Q99
Q99 | DOB: 9/9/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
HERD BULL101
LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]

OUR FARM J244 [PV]
BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]

BROWN MTN M34 M034
BROWN MTN UNDERTAKEN G98 [SV]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX K70 K070
BROWN MTN ISOBYX H174 H174

BOOROOMOOKA UNDERTAKEN Y145 [PV]
RENNYLEA NORC1 C001NOR

COMFORT HILL LOWAN Z91 Z091BBA
BROWN MTN THELMA G41 G041

RENNYLEA XPOTENTIAL X555 X555NOR
BROWN MTN THELMA B58 B058

WEEMALAH THELMA Y195 Y195VSC

BROWN MTN Q108
Q108 | DOB: 12/2/2019 | AGE: 28½ MTHS
HERD BULL102
LAWSONS HENRY VIII D1054 [PV]

OUR FARM J244 [PV]
BOORHAMAN Y55 [SV]

BROWN MTN M34 M034
BROWN MTN UNDERTAKEN G98 [SV]

BROWN MTN ISOBYX K70 K070
BROWN MTN ISOBYX H174 H174

MERRIC RIVERS NEW DESIGN T149 [SV]
CLAMON X150 X150VAC

BROWN MTN MERRIMENT D107 D107
WEEMALAH SHEEN V31 V031VSC

WEEMALAH MERRIMENT Y56 Y056VSC
WEEMALAH MERRIMENT W1 W001VSC

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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ARKI QUICK RHYTHM Q30
RIB Q30 | DOB: 17/3/2019 | AGE: 27½ MTHS
REGD | SILVER | POLLED103

THE GLEN BASS F226

ROGIALYN HOFFMAN RGN H24

ROGIALYN BETTY C2

JAMAL GLEN HIMALAYA H3

ARKI CHLOE K93 RIB K93

WINDHAVEN CHLOE

Quick Rhythm Q30 has a great oulook with good bone and 
muscle pattern backed up by some good data. Top 5% for 600 
day wt and top 10% for 200, 400 day growth, EMA and Retail 
Beef Yield. From a top breeding family, stud sire potential.

ARKI MURRAY GREYS
GI & KL BUICK

39/6 NARACOORTE ROAD

WESTERN FLAT SA

MOBILE 0438 582 071

EMAIL arkimg@bigpond.com

Murray Greys

Purchaser     $
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ARKI QUICK SILVER Q75
RIBQ75 | DOB: 8/5/2019 | AGE: 25½ MTHS
REGD | SILVER | POLLED104

LINDSAY ENGINEER E146

CULLENYA LENNY L10 DBS L10

CULLENYA ZINNIA G24

JOMAL GLEN HIMILAYA H3

ARKI CASEY L62 RIB L62

ARKI CASEY G15

Quick Silver Q75 is a smooth shouldered, later maturing type 
of bull with great depth. Hand reared due to his mother dying 
early in his life.

ARKI QUIET MOMENTS Q97
RIBQ97 | DOB: 21/9/2019 | AGE: 21 MTHS
REGD | SILVER | POLLED105

JOMAL GLEN HIMILAYA H3

ARKI METAL WORK M78 RIB M78

CULLENYA MISS SALLY A11

EYLWARRA SANELS CARETAKER C117

ARKI YATILLA G71 RIB G71

WINDHAVEN YATILLA

Quiet Moments Q97 is a long, smooth bull with a strong top line 
and great butt profile.

ARKI QUICK FEET Q85
RIB Q85 | DOB: 3/9/2019 | AGE: 21½ MTHS
REGD | GREY | POLLED106

JOMAL GLEN HIMILAYA H3

ARKI METAL WORK M78 RIB M78

CULLENYA MISS SALLY A11

ARKI EDWARD E38

ARKI ADIANNA J82 RIB J82

ARKI ADIANNA F38

Quick Feet Q85 is a balanced, smooth bull with a good outlook. 
A good free-moving, structually correct bull.

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $

Purchaser     $
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THE QUEENSLAND LIVESTOCK, PROPERTY & PRODUCE BROKERS’
ASSOCIATION

STUD STOCK — AUCTION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF SALE

IMPORTANT NOTE:
All bids shall be treated as offers made upon the following Terms and Conditions of Sale and all persons present are

admitted to attend the sale on the basis that they have notice of these Terms and Conditions.

1. The highest bidder shall, subject to Condition 2, be the purchaser provided that the vendor reserves the right to bid either
by himself or through his agent or auctioneer and should any dispute arise among the bidders for any lot, during or
immediately after sale of the lot, it shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion who may, should one of the
disputants advance, put the lot or lots up again. The bidding from time to time shall be regulated by the auctioneer and no
bid shall be retracted.

2. The sale will be conducted on a “Sale” or “No Sale” basis, whereby the lot for sale shall be knocked down to the highest
bidder, but the sale will be subject to the acceptance of the highest bid by the vendor who will immediately after the fall of
the hammer declare “Sale” or “No sale”. Should the vendor reject the bid of the highest bidder such bidder will have the right
of first refusal of the lot at the vendor’s nominated price for one hour after the lot has been passed out of the ring on the Terms
and Conditions herein set forth in so far as they shall apply.

3. The details of the purchaser, the purchase price and the lot sold as recorded by the Sale Clerk for and on behalf of the
auctioneer shall be equally binding on both purchaser and vendor.

4. The auctioneer expressly reserves the right, without giving any reason therefore to:—
(a) Refuse to acknowledge any bid;
(b) Withdraw any lot or lots before or during the sale;
(c) Exclude any person from the auction venue should it think fit.

5. Each lot in all cases shall be at the risk and expense of the purchaser, upon acceptance of his bid by the vendor or upon
acceptance of the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor whichever shall be the earlier.

6. Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions of Sale no guarantee or warranty shall be given in respect of
any lot sold under these conditions as to pedigree, sex, age, breeding condition or otherwise howsoever, and no guarantee,
warranty or condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time of the sale, or from any
circumstances of the sale, but in all cases where a guarantee is intended the same shall attach and be enforceable only if
reduced to writing before delivery of the lot and signed by the vendor or by the auctioneer acting as agent for the vendor,
and the absence of such writing shall be conclusive evidence in case of dispute that no guarantee, warranty or condition
whatsoever was given or implied.

7. In the event of any dispute in respect to the sale of any lot:—
(i) The purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to pay to the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or

interest payable by the purchaser in accordance with these Terms and Conditions;
(ii) The vendor and the purchaser shall resolve the dispute between themselves;
(iii) The auctioneer shall have no liability or responsibility in regard to the dispute; and
(iv) No lot shall be returned to the auctioneer and the purchaser shall indemnify the auctioneer for all costs, expenses and

damages which the auctioneer is put to or incurs by reason of the purchaser so doing.
8. The name of the vendor for whom the auctioneer acts is acknowledge to have been furnished to purchasers prior to sale and

further particulars will in all cases be furnished to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the
purchaser shall be against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer who is to be
regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT — Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the auctioneer the full purchase price
for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s
offer by the vendor and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by the
purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full the property in any lot which is sold
shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price and ll cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange,
acceptance orders or drafts given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated and until property
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as Bailee, provided that in all cases should such payment not have been
made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the auctioneer reserves the right to:—
(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;
(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which aggregates the AMBA

Bill Rate and two percentum. For the purposes of this condition, the expression “The AMBA Bill Rate” is the rate
published by the Australian Merchant Banker’s Association in good faith as at the date of the sale as its Bill Rate
for 180 day Bills of Exchange expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the AMBA Bill Rate becomes
unavailable for any reason, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the interest rate to apply

for the purpose of this condition.
9 (b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase price of any lot sold shall be payable

by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.
10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions any lot purchased by him may be immediately

resold by Public Auction or Private Contract, with or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser, who will be held
responsible for all loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the Sale Number from any lot after it has been sold will fully indemnify all affected parties
for any loss, costs or damages should the lot be wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall jointly and
severally carry out and perform sale.

13. Any person who advances a bid on a lot shall do so on the expressed condition and understanding that should that person’s
bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price
so agreed upon, regardless of the fact that that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either disclosed or
undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however that this condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s
right to claim against any principal and in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf, for the feeding, watering, trucking,
shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such
service will be at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the purchaser or his duly authorised
representative.

16 (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions and warranties implied by the
Trades Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which cannot be contractually excluded and excepting
conditions and warranties expressly contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition,
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded. The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error,
misdescription or omission in any particulars appearing or stated regarding the description or pedigrees of any lot
offered for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul the sale or reject the
lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

16 (b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the State or country to which the
purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and
concluded immediately following the sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void,
any purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall revert to or remain with the
vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY
17. 1 BULLS. Save and except for calves at foot, all bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the

date of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months, whichever date shall be later.
17. 2 FEMALES. Save and except for calves at foot, all females are guaranteed to be in calf or go into calf within six months

of the date of sale or by the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later. A positive pregnancy test certified
by a qualified veterinary surgeon shall be sufficient evidence that the animal is in calf.

17. 3 Claims under clauses 17.1 and 17.2 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six months from the date
of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than on the vendor’s property.

17. 3 1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify the basis of the claim.
17. 3 2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall not be covered by this

guarantee.
17. 3 3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by him or returned to his own

property for further assessment of fertility for a period not exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being
proven fertile within the period, the costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not
being proven fertile within the period the costs incurred shall be borne by the vendor.

17. 4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the Conditions of Sale, the liability of a vendor in respect
of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
pay the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance
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admitted to attend the sale on the basis that they have notice of these Terms and Conditions.

1. The highest bidder shall, subject to Condition 2, be the purchaser provided that the vendor reserves the right to bid either
by himself or through his agent or auctioneer and should any dispute arise among the bidders for any lot, during or
immediately after sale of the lot, it shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion who may, should one of the
disputants advance, put the lot or lots up again. The bidding from time to time shall be regulated by the auctioneer and no
bid shall be retracted.

2. The sale will be conducted on a “Sale” or “No Sale” basis, whereby the lot for sale shall be knocked down to the highest
bidder, but the sale will be subject to the acceptance of the highest bid by the vendor who will immediately after the fall of
the hammer declare “Sale” or “No sale”. Should the vendor reject the bid of the highest bidder such bidder will have the right
of first refusal of the lot at the vendor’s nominated price for one hour after the lot has been passed out of the ring on the Terms
and Conditions herein set forth in so far as they shall apply.

3. The details of the purchaser, the purchase price and the lot sold as recorded by the Sale Clerk for and on behalf of the
auctioneer shall be equally binding on both purchaser and vendor.

4. The auctioneer expressly reserves the right, without giving any reason therefore to:—
(a) Refuse to acknowledge any bid;
(b) Withdraw any lot or lots before or during the sale;
(c) Exclude any person from the auction venue should it think fit.

5. Each lot in all cases shall be at the risk and expense of the purchaser, upon acceptance of his bid by the vendor or upon
acceptance of the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor whichever shall be the earlier.

6. Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions of Sale no guarantee or warranty shall be given in respect of
any lot sold under these conditions as to pedigree, sex, age, breeding condition or otherwise howsoever, and no guarantee,
warranty or condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time of the sale, or from any
circumstances of the sale, but in all cases where a guarantee is intended the same shall attach and be enforceable only if
reduced to writing before delivery of the lot and signed by the vendor or by the auctioneer acting as agent for the vendor,
and the absence of such writing shall be conclusive evidence in case of dispute that no guarantee, warranty or condition
whatsoever was given or implied.

7. In the event of any dispute in respect to the sale of any lot:—
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(iii) The auctioneer shall have no liability or responsibility in regard to the dispute; and
(iv) No lot shall be returned to the auctioneer and the purchaser shall indemnify the auctioneer for all costs, expenses and

damages which the auctioneer is put to or incurs by reason of the purchaser so doing.
8. The name of the vendor for whom the auctioneer acts is acknowledge to have been furnished to purchasers prior to sale and

further particulars will in all cases be furnished to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the
purchaser shall be against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer who is to be
regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT — Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the auctioneer the full purchase price
for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s
offer by the vendor and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by the
purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full the property in any lot which is sold
shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price and ll cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange,
acceptance orders or drafts given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated and until property
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as Bailee, provided that in all cases should such payment not have been
made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the auctioneer reserves the right to:—
(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;
(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which aggregates the AMBA

Bill Rate and two percentum. For the purposes of this condition, the expression “The AMBA Bill Rate” is the rate
published by the Australian Merchant Banker’s Association in good faith as at the date of the sale as its Bill Rate
for 180 day Bills of Exchange expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the AMBA Bill Rate becomes
unavailable for any reason, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the interest rate to apply

for the purpose of this condition.
9 (b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase price of any lot sold shall be payable

by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.
10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions any lot purchased by him may be immediately

resold by Public Auction or Private Contract, with or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser, who will be held
responsible for all loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the Sale Number from any lot after it has been sold will fully indemnify all affected parties
for any loss, costs or damages should the lot be wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall jointly and
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of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
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warranty or condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time of the sale, or from any
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further particulars will in all cases be furnished to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the
purchaser shall be against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer who is to be
regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT — Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the auctioneer the full purchase price
for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s
offer by the vendor and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by the
purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full the property in any lot which is sold
shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price and ll cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange,
acceptance orders or drafts given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated and until property
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as Bailee, provided that in all cases should such payment not have been
made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the auctioneer reserves the right to:—
(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;
(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which aggregates the AMBA

Bill Rate and two percentum. For the purposes of this condition, the expression “The AMBA Bill Rate” is the rate
published by the Australian Merchant Banker’s Association in good faith as at the date of the sale as its Bill Rate
for 180 day Bills of Exchange expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the AMBA Bill Rate becomes
unavailable for any reason, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the interest rate to apply

for the purpose of this condition.
9 (b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase price of any lot sold shall be payable

by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.
10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions any lot purchased by him may be immediately

resold by Public Auction or Private Contract, with or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser, who will be held
responsible for all loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the Sale Number from any lot after it has been sold will fully indemnify all affected parties
for any loss, costs or damages should the lot be wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall jointly and
severally carry out and perform sale.

13. Any person who advances a bid on a lot shall do so on the expressed condition and understanding that should that person’s
bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price
so agreed upon, regardless of the fact that that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either disclosed or
undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however that this condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s
right to claim against any principal and in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf, for the feeding, watering, trucking,
shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such
service will be at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the purchaser or his duly authorised
representative.

16 (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions and warranties implied by the
Trades Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which cannot be contractually excluded and excepting
conditions and warranties expressly contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition,
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded. The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error,
misdescription or omission in any particulars appearing or stated regarding the description or pedigrees of any lot
offered for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul the sale or reject the
lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

16 (b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the State or country to which the
purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and
concluded immediately following the sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void,
any purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall revert to or remain with the
vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY
17. 1 BULLS. Save and except for calves at foot, all bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the

date of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months, whichever date shall be later.
17. 2 FEMALES. Save and except for calves at foot, all females are guaranteed to be in calf or go into calf within six months

of the date of sale or by the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later. A positive pregnancy test certified
by a qualified veterinary surgeon shall be sufficient evidence that the animal is in calf.

17. 3 Claims under clauses 17.1 and 17.2 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six months from the date
of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than on the vendor’s property.

17. 3 1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify the basis of the claim.
17. 3 2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall not be covered by this

guarantee.
17. 3 3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by him or returned to his own

property for further assessment of fertility for a period not exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being
proven fertile within the period, the costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not
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17. 4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the Conditions of Sale, the liability of a vendor in respect
of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
pay the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance
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bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price
so agreed upon, regardless of the fact that that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either disclosed or
undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however that this condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s
right to claim against any principal and in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf, for the feeding, watering, trucking,
shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such
service will be at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the purchaser or his duly authorised
representative.

16 (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions and warranties implied by the
Trades Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which cannot be contractually excluded and excepting
conditions and warranties expressly contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition,
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded. The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error,
misdescription or omission in any particulars appearing or stated regarding the description or pedigrees of any lot
offered for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul the sale or reject the
lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

16 (b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the State or country to which the
purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and
concluded immediately following the sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void,
any purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall revert to or remain with the
vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY
17. 1 BULLS. Save and except for calves at foot, all bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the

date of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months, whichever date shall be later.
17. 2 FEMALES. Save and except for calves at foot, all females are guaranteed to be in calf or go into calf within six months

of the date of sale or by the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later. A positive pregnancy test certified
by a qualified veterinary surgeon shall be sufficient evidence that the animal is in calf.

17. 3 Claims under clauses 17.1 and 17.2 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six months from the date
of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than on the vendor’s property.

17. 3 1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify the basis of the claim.
17. 3 2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall not be covered by this

guarantee.
17. 3 3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by him or returned to his own

property for further assessment of fertility for a period not exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being
proven fertile within the period, the costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not
being proven fertile within the period the costs incurred shall be borne by the vendor.

17. 4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the Conditions of Sale, the liability of a vendor in respect
of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
pay the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance
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with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
(iii) the failure of any one or more surrogate cows, hereafter carrying embryos derived from a flush sold to the

purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
at the vendor’s sole discretion; and

(c) the vendor shall take reasonable care for the lot whilst the lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED
THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in this respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding
the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(d) the vendor shall be under no obligation to deliver the lot until such time as the embryo(s) derived from the
flush sold to the purchaser are transferred to the surrogate cow(s); and

(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
embryo transfer.

(f) The vendor reserves the right to charge the purchaser a management fee of an amount specified by the vendor for every
week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
(iv) the condition, fitness or suitability of the flush or of a surrogate cow to which an embryo deriving from a flush

is transferred;
(v) the condition, fitness or suitability of a calf when born, whether sold as an embryo or as part of a flush;
(vi) the sex of the embryo or the embryo(s) deriving from a flush; or
(vii) the fitness or ability of the embryo, recipient cow, embryo(s) deriving from a flush or surrogate cow(s) to which

such embryos are transferred, or the sire or dam of any lot, to pass veterinary tests required by the law of
Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents and employees for themselves and for

those for whom they act while exercising due care provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever
as to its accuracy.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related
corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or
accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.

THE HAMMER PRICE IS EXCLUSIVE OF GST, BUT GST
WILL BE APPLIED TO THE FINAL PRICE AND

INCLUDED ON THE INVOICE.

with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
(iii) the failure of any one or more surrogate cows, hereafter carrying embryos derived from a flush sold to the

purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
at the vendor’s sole discretion; and

(c) the vendor shall take reasonable care for the lot whilst the lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED
THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in this respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding
the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(d) the vendor shall be under no obligation to deliver the lot until such time as the embryo(s) derived from the
flush sold to the purchaser are transferred to the surrogate cow(s); and

(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
embryo transfer.

(f) The vendor reserves the right to charge the purchaser a management fee of an amount specified by the vendor for every
week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
(iv) the condition, fitness or suitability of the flush or of a surrogate cow to which an embryo deriving from a flush

is transferred;
(v) the condition, fitness or suitability of a calf when born, whether sold as an embryo or as part of a flush;
(vi) the sex of the embryo or the embryo(s) deriving from a flush; or
(vii) the fitness or ability of the embryo, recipient cow, embryo(s) deriving from a flush or surrogate cow(s) to which

such embryos are transferred, or the sire or dam of any lot, to pass veterinary tests required by the law of
Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents and employees for themselves and for

those for whom they act while exercising due care provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever
as to its accuracy.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related
corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or
accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.

THE HAMMER PRICE IS EXCLUSIVE OF GST, BUT GST
WILL BE APPLIED TO THE FINAL PRICE AND

INCLUDED ON THE INVOICE.
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THE QUEENSLAND LIVESTOCK, PROPERTY & PRODUCE BROKERS’
ASSOCIATION

STUD STOCK — AUCTION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF SALE

IMPORTANT NOTE:
All bids shall be treated as offers made upon the following Terms and Conditions of Sale and all persons present are

admitted to attend the sale on the basis that they have notice of these Terms and Conditions.

1. The highest bidder shall, subject to Condition 2, be the purchaser provided that the vendor reserves the right to bid either
by himself or through his agent or auctioneer and should any dispute arise among the bidders for any lot, during or
immediately after sale of the lot, it shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion who may, should one of the
disputants advance, put the lot or lots up again. The bidding from time to time shall be regulated by the auctioneer and no
bid shall be retracted.

2. The sale will be conducted on a “Sale” or “No Sale” basis, whereby the lot for sale shall be knocked down to the highest
bidder, but the sale will be subject to the acceptance of the highest bid by the vendor who will immediately after the fall of
the hammer declare “Sale” or “No sale”. Should the vendor reject the bid of the highest bidder such bidder will have the right
of first refusal of the lot at the vendor’s nominated price for one hour after the lot has been passed out of the ring on the Terms
and Conditions herein set forth in so far as they shall apply.

3. The details of the purchaser, the purchase price and the lot sold as recorded by the Sale Clerk for and on behalf of the
auctioneer shall be equally binding on both purchaser and vendor.

4. The auctioneer expressly reserves the right, without giving any reason therefore to:—
(a) Refuse to acknowledge any bid;
(b) Withdraw any lot or lots before or during the sale;
(c) Exclude any person from the auction venue should it think fit.

5. Each lot in all cases shall be at the risk and expense of the purchaser, upon acceptance of his bid by the vendor or upon
acceptance of the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor whichever shall be the earlier.

6. Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions of Sale no guarantee or warranty shall be given in respect of
any lot sold under these conditions as to pedigree, sex, age, breeding condition or otherwise howsoever, and no guarantee,
warranty or condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time of the sale, or from any
circumstances of the sale, but in all cases where a guarantee is intended the same shall attach and be enforceable only if
reduced to writing before delivery of the lot and signed by the vendor or by the auctioneer acting as agent for the vendor,
and the absence of such writing shall be conclusive evidence in case of dispute that no guarantee, warranty or condition
whatsoever was given or implied.

7. In the event of any dispute in respect to the sale of any lot:—
(i) The purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to pay to the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or

interest payable by the purchaser in accordance with these Terms and Conditions;
(ii) The vendor and the purchaser shall resolve the dispute between themselves;
(iii) The auctioneer shall have no liability or responsibility in regard to the dispute; and
(iv) No lot shall be returned to the auctioneer and the purchaser shall indemnify the auctioneer for all costs, expenses and

damages which the auctioneer is put to or incurs by reason of the purchaser so doing.
8. The name of the vendor for whom the auctioneer acts is acknowledge to have been furnished to purchasers prior to sale and

further particulars will in all cases be furnished to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the
purchaser shall be against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer who is to be
regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT — Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the auctioneer the full purchase price
for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s
offer by the vendor and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by the
purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full the property in any lot which is sold
shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price and ll cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange,
acceptance orders or drafts given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated and until property
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as Bailee, provided that in all cases should such payment not have been
made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the auctioneer reserves the right to:—
(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;
(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which aggregates the AMBA

Bill Rate and two percentum. For the purposes of this condition, the expression “The AMBA Bill Rate” is the rate
published by the Australian Merchant Banker’s Association in good faith as at the date of the sale as its Bill Rate
for 180 day Bills of Exchange expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the AMBA Bill Rate becomes
unavailable for any reason, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the interest rate to apply

for the purpose of this condition.
9 (b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase price of any lot sold shall be payable

by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.
10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions any lot purchased by him may be immediately

resold by Public Auction or Private Contract, with or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser, who will be held
responsible for all loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the Sale Number from any lot after it has been sold will fully indemnify all affected parties
for any loss, costs or damages should the lot be wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall jointly and
severally carry out and perform sale.

13. Any person who advances a bid on a lot shall do so on the expressed condition and understanding that should that person’s
bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price
so agreed upon, regardless of the fact that that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either disclosed or
undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however that this condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s
right to claim against any principal and in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf, for the feeding, watering, trucking,
shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such
service will be at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the purchaser or his duly authorised
representative.

16 (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions and warranties implied by the
Trades Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which cannot be contractually excluded and excepting
conditions and warranties expressly contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition,
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded. The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error,
misdescription or omission in any particulars appearing or stated regarding the description or pedigrees of any lot
offered for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul the sale or reject the
lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

16 (b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the State or country to which the
purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and
concluded immediately following the sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void,
any purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall revert to or remain with the
vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY
17. 1 BULLS. Save and except for calves at foot, all bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the

date of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months, whichever date shall be later.
17. 2 FEMALES. Save and except for calves at foot, all females are guaranteed to be in calf or go into calf within six months

of the date of sale or by the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later. A positive pregnancy test certified
by a qualified veterinary surgeon shall be sufficient evidence that the animal is in calf.

17. 3 Claims under clauses 17.1 and 17.2 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six months from the date
of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than on the vendor’s property.

17. 3 1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify the basis of the claim.
17. 3 2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall not be covered by this

guarantee.
17. 3 3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by him or returned to his own

property for further assessment of fertility for a period not exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being
proven fertile within the period, the costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not
being proven fertile within the period the costs incurred shall be borne by the vendor.

17. 4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the Conditions of Sale, the liability of a vendor in respect
of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
pay the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
All bids shall be treated as offers made upon the following Terms and Conditions of Sale and all persons present are

admitted to attend the sale on the basis that they have notice of these Terms and Conditions.

1. The highest bidder shall, subject to Condition 2, be the purchaser provided that the vendor reserves the right to bid either
by himself or through his agent or auctioneer and should any dispute arise among the bidders for any lot, during or
immediately after sale of the lot, it shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion who may, should one of the
disputants advance, put the lot or lots up again. The bidding from time to time shall be regulated by the auctioneer and no
bid shall be retracted.

2. The sale will be conducted on a “Sale” or “No Sale” basis, whereby the lot for sale shall be knocked down to the highest
bidder, but the sale will be subject to the acceptance of the highest bid by the vendor who will immediately after the fall of
the hammer declare “Sale” or “No sale”. Should the vendor reject the bid of the highest bidder such bidder will have the right
of first refusal of the lot at the vendor’s nominated price for one hour after the lot has been passed out of the ring on the Terms
and Conditions herein set forth in so far as they shall apply.

3. The details of the purchaser, the purchase price and the lot sold as recorded by the Sale Clerk for and on behalf of the
auctioneer shall be equally binding on both purchaser and vendor.

4. The auctioneer expressly reserves the right, without giving any reason therefore to:—
(a) Refuse to acknowledge any bid;
(b) Withdraw any lot or lots before or during the sale;
(c) Exclude any person from the auction venue should it think fit.

5. Each lot in all cases shall be at the risk and expense of the purchaser, upon acceptance of his bid by the vendor or upon
acceptance of the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor whichever shall be the earlier.

6. Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions of Sale no guarantee or warranty shall be given in respect of
any lot sold under these conditions as to pedigree, sex, age, breeding condition or otherwise howsoever, and no guarantee,
warranty or condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time of the sale, or from any
circumstances of the sale, but in all cases where a guarantee is intended the same shall attach and be enforceable only if
reduced to writing before delivery of the lot and signed by the vendor or by the auctioneer acting as agent for the vendor,
and the absence of such writing shall be conclusive evidence in case of dispute that no guarantee, warranty or condition
whatsoever was given or implied.

7. In the event of any dispute in respect to the sale of any lot:—
(i) The purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to pay to the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or

interest payable by the purchaser in accordance with these Terms and Conditions;
(ii) The vendor and the purchaser shall resolve the dispute between themselves;
(iii) The auctioneer shall have no liability or responsibility in regard to the dispute; and
(iv) No lot shall be returned to the auctioneer and the purchaser shall indemnify the auctioneer for all costs, expenses and

damages which the auctioneer is put to or incurs by reason of the purchaser so doing.
8. The name of the vendor for whom the auctioneer acts is acknowledge to have been furnished to purchasers prior to sale and

further particulars will in all cases be furnished to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the
purchaser shall be against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer who is to be
regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT — Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the auctioneer the full purchase price
for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s
offer by the vendor and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by the
purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full the property in any lot which is sold
shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price and ll cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange,
acceptance orders or drafts given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated and until property
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as Bailee, provided that in all cases should such payment not have been
made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the auctioneer reserves the right to:—
(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;
(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which aggregates the AMBA

Bill Rate and two percentum. For the purposes of this condition, the expression “The AMBA Bill Rate” is the rate
published by the Australian Merchant Banker’s Association in good faith as at the date of the sale as its Bill Rate
for 180 day Bills of Exchange expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the AMBA Bill Rate becomes
unavailable for any reason, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the interest rate to apply

for the purpose of this condition.
9 (b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase price of any lot sold shall be payable

by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.
10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions any lot purchased by him may be immediately

resold by Public Auction or Private Contract, with or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser, who will be held
responsible for all loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the Sale Number from any lot after it has been sold will fully indemnify all affected parties
for any loss, costs or damages should the lot be wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms and Conditions and shall jointly and
severally carry out and perform sale.

13. Any person who advances a bid on a lot shall do so on the expressed condition and understanding that should that person’s
bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price
so agreed upon, regardless of the fact that that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either disclosed or
undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however that this condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s
right to claim against any principal and in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf, for the feeding, watering, trucking,
shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such
service will be at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the purchaser or his duly authorised
representative.

16 (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions and warranties implied by the
Trades Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which cannot be contractually excluded and excepting
conditions and warranties expressly contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition,
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded. The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error,
misdescription or omission in any particulars appearing or stated regarding the description or pedigrees of any lot
offered for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul the sale or reject the
lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

16 (b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the State or country to which the
purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and
concluded immediately following the sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void,
any purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall revert to or remain with the
vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY
17. 1 BULLS. Save and except for calves at foot, all bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the

date of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months, whichever date shall be later.
17. 2 FEMALES. Save and except for calves at foot, all females are guaranteed to be in calf or go into calf within six months

of the date of sale or by the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later. A positive pregnancy test certified
by a qualified veterinary surgeon shall be sufficient evidence that the animal is in calf.

17. 3 Claims under clauses 17.1 and 17.2 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six months from the date
of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than on the vendor’s property.

17. 3 1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify the basis of the claim.
17. 3 2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall not be covered by this

guarantee.
17. 3 3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by him or returned to his own

property for further assessment of fertility for a period not exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being
proven fertile within the period, the costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not
being proven fertile within the period the costs incurred shall be borne by the vendor.

17. 4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the Conditions of Sale, the liability of a vendor in respect
of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon
replacement animals.

17. 5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being refunded, the animal(s) shall
automatically become the property of the vendor and be returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions
at this expense.

17. 6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if:—
(a) The animal is returned to the vendor—

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;
(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved positive to any diseases

which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; or
(b) The purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17. 7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved by the vendor and the purchaser,
and the auctioneer, while he shall use his best endeavours to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that
regard. In the event that a lot is alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to
pay the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance
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with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
(iii) the failure of any one or more surrogate cows, hereafter carrying embryos derived from a flush sold to the

purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
at the vendor’s sole discretion; and

(c) the vendor shall take reasonable care for the lot whilst the lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED
THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in this respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding
the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(d) the vendor shall be under no obligation to deliver the lot until such time as the embryo(s) derived from the
flush sold to the purchaser are transferred to the surrogate cow(s); and

(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
embryo transfer.

(f) The vendor reserves the right to charge the purchaser a management fee of an amount specified by the vendor for every
week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
(iv) the condition, fitness or suitability of the flush or of a surrogate cow to which an embryo deriving from a flush

is transferred;
(v) the condition, fitness or suitability of a calf when born, whether sold as an embryo or as part of a flush;
(vi) the sex of the embryo or the embryo(s) deriving from a flush; or
(vii) the fitness or ability of the embryo, recipient cow, embryo(s) deriving from a flush or surrogate cow(s) to which

such embryos are transferred, or the sire or dam of any lot, to pass veterinary tests required by the law of
Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents and employees for themselves and for

those for whom they act while exercising due care provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever
as to its accuracy.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related
corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or
accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.

THE HAMMER PRICE IS EXCLUSIVE OF GST, BUT GST
WILL BE APPLIED TO THE FINAL PRICE AND

INCLUDED ON THE INVOICE.

with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
(iii) the failure of any one or more surrogate cows, hereafter carrying embryos derived from a flush sold to the

purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
at the vendor’s sole discretion; and

(c) the vendor shall take reasonable care for the lot whilst the lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED
THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in this respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding
the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(d) the vendor shall be under no obligation to deliver the lot until such time as the embryo(s) derived from the
flush sold to the purchaser are transferred to the surrogate cow(s); and

(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
embryo transfer.

(f) The vendor reserves the right to charge the purchaser a management fee of an amount specified by the vendor for every
week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
(iv) the condition, fitness or suitability of the flush or of a surrogate cow to which an embryo deriving from a flush

is transferred;
(v) the condition, fitness or suitability of a calf when born, whether sold as an embryo or as part of a flush;
(vi) the sex of the embryo or the embryo(s) deriving from a flush; or
(vii) the fitness or ability of the embryo, recipient cow, embryo(s) deriving from a flush or surrogate cow(s) to which

such embryos are transferred, or the sire or dam of any lot, to pass veterinary tests required by the law of
Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents and employees for themselves and for

those for whom they act while exercising due care provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever
as to its accuracy.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related
corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or
accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.

THE HAMMER PRICE IS EXCLUSIVE OF GST, BUT GST
WILL BE APPLIED TO THE FINAL PRICE AND

INCLUDED ON THE INVOICE.
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with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
(iii) the failure of any one or more surrogate cows, hereafter carrying embryos derived from a flush sold to the

purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
at the vendor’s sole discretion; and

(c) the vendor shall take reasonable care for the lot whilst the lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED
THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in this respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding
the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(d) the vendor shall be under no obligation to deliver the lot until such time as the embryo(s) derived from the
flush sold to the purchaser are transferred to the surrogate cow(s); and

(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
embryo transfer.

(f) The vendor reserves the right to charge the purchaser a management fee of an amount specified by the vendor for every
week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
(iv) the condition, fitness or suitability of the flush or of a surrogate cow to which an embryo deriving from a flush

is transferred;
(v) the condition, fitness or suitability of a calf when born, whether sold as an embryo or as part of a flush;
(vi) the sex of the embryo or the embryo(s) deriving from a flush; or
(vii) the fitness or ability of the embryo, recipient cow, embryo(s) deriving from a flush or surrogate cow(s) to which

such embryos are transferred, or the sire or dam of any lot, to pass veterinary tests required by the law of
Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents and employees for themselves and for

those for whom they act while exercising due care provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever
as to its accuracy.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the Selling Agent, its members, subsidiary or related
corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or
accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.
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with these Terms and Conditions.
18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, whether by disease, accident or otherwise,

for the period that the lot be in the custody of the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and
employees shall use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody AND
PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in all respects.

18. (b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with any disease, that vendor shall
be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses or expenses which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either
directly or indirectly as a result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, in its absolute discretion,
to exclude from the sale venue or dispose of any lot which in its opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious,
contagious or not, or of any serious fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY. Except at the discretion of the auctioneer, no lot shall be delivered to the purchaser unless payment of the
purchase money together with any additional charges incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer,
pursuant to Condition 14 hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by the
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20. In these Conditions:—
(a) References to “auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the contest so admits, the Selling Agent or any member,

subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the
sale of the lot.

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1.
(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for sale and where a stud or farm

is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm.
(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO EMBRYO AND FLUSH SALES
21 (a) In this condition:—

(i) “Embryo” means the fertilised ovum or egg produced by the donor cow and sold by the auctioneer on behalf of
a vendor.

(ii) “Recipient cow” means the cow which is specified in the sale catalogue as the recipient of the embryo or, where
no recipient cow is so specified or if the vendor in his discretion decides that another cow shall be the cow to
which an Embryo should be transferred, any other cow to which the embryo is transferred at any time.

(iii) “Flush” means the unfertilised ova or eggs of the donor cow before those ova or eggs are fertilised by a sire
recommended or to be nominated by the vendor and taken from the donor cow and transferred to any one or more
surrogate cows.

(iv) “Surrogate cow” means the cow to which the embryo deriving from a flush is transferred at any time.
(v) “Sire” means the male parent specified in this sales catalogue to be the sire of an embryo or of a flush (where

the flush is fertilised).
(vi) “Dam” means the donor cow specified in the sale catalogue as being the dam of an embryo or of a flush.

(b) In the event that a lot sold pursuant to these Terms and Conditions is an embryo or a flush the above general Terms
and Conditions of Sale and this Condition 21 shall apply, but where any inconsistency occurs, the said general Terms
and Conditions shall be varied to the extent of any such inconsistency by the provisions of this Condition 21. The
definition of “Lot” contained in Condition 20 shall be read to include the embryo(s) or flush(es) offered for sale and/or
sold by the auctioneer on behalf of a vendor.

(c) Property in the embryo or the flush shall pass to the purchaser in accordance with Conditions 9 hereof. Property in any
recipient cow carrying the embryo shall pass to the purchaser:
(a) where the recipient cow carries the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant to this

condition, on such date, or
(b) where the recipient cow does not carry the embryo as at the date which property in the embryo passes pursuant

to this Condition, on such later date as the embryo is transferred to the surrogate cow.
(d) No sale of an embryo or a flush shall be frustrated, invalidated or otherwise affected and no reduction in the sale price

or compensation or damages shall be allowable or payable by reason of—
(i) the failure of the recipient cow to give birth to a live, healthy and sound calf;
(ii) the failure of a flush for any reason to transfer into one or more live embryos;
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purchaser, to give birth to one or more live, healthy or sound calves;
(iv) the death or incapacity of the surrogate cow or recipient cow, whether before or after the birth of the calf;
(v) the death or incapacity of the donor cow carrying the embryo or the flush at any time subsequent to the sale,

and the purchaser agrees that it shall pay the full purchase price and any moneys payable to the auctioneer in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions notwithstanding the occurrence of any one of the above
circumstances.

(e) (i) Where the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is an embryo:—
(a) the embryo and the recipient cow at any time carrying the embryo shall in all respects be at the risk and

expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor
or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and

(b) if the purchaser elects (with the consent of the vendor) to leave the lot he has purchased on the property

of the vendor until a date subsequent to the sale, the vendor shall take reasonable care of the lot whilst the
lot remains in the vendor’s possession PROVIDED THAT the vendor’s maximum liability in damages in the
respect shall in all cases be limited to refunding the purchase price paid by the purchaser for the lot; and

(c) if the lot is specified in the sale catalogue to be located at a place other than the sale venue then the place
for delivery of the lot shall be the place so specified.

(ii) When the lot sold pursuant to these Conditions of Sale is a flush:—
(a) the flush shall in all respects be at the risk and expense of the purchaser from the time of acceptance of

his bid or acceptance of his offer by the vendor or the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor; and
(b) the vendor reserves and retains full right, power and authority in respect to the veterinary and general

management of the dam carrying the flush, the embryo(s) deriving from the flush and the surrogate cow(s)
to which the embryo(s) are transferred until delivery of the lot to the purchaser, such management to be
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(e) the place of delivery of the lot shall be the place where the said surrogate cow(s) are depastured following
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week or part thereof that:—
(i) in the case of a lot sold as an embryo, the dam carrying the embryo, or following embryo transfer, the recipient

cow, or following calving, the subject calf remains in the vendor’s possession; or
(ii) in the case of a lot sold as a flush, the dam carrying the flush, or following embryo transfer, the surrogate cow(s),

or following calving, the subject calves remain in the vendor’s possession.
(g) The purchase price payable in respect to a lot comprising an embryo or a flush shall be due and payable to the auctioneer

in accordance with the provisions of Condition 9 hereof.
(h) The vendor guarantees that:—

(i) in the case of a sale of an embryo, the recipient cow will carry a live embryo of the sire and dam specified in the
particulars contained in the sales catalogue;

(ii) in the case of the sale of a flush, the dam specified in the sales catalogue will produce a live flush containing a
minimum of two (2) fertilised eggs.

(i) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 6 and unless otherwise expressly provided in these Terms and
Conditions, the vendor and auctioneer provide no warranty, guarantee and make no representation as to and shall bear
no responsibility in respect to:—
(i) the condition, fitness or suitability of the recipient cow to carry and give birth to the embryo;
(ii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the embryo as at the date of sale;
(iii) the condition, fitness or suitability of the dam carrying a flush or embryo;
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Queensland or the law of the State, Territory or country to which the purchaser intends to transport the lot.

(j) Condition 17 shall not apply in respect to the sale of any lot which is an embryo or flush.
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AG-GROW 2021 PREMIER 
MULTI-BREED BULL SALE

FRIDAY JUNE 25 2021 10AM

View, bid and buy online with confidence.

See page 4 for details.

Always renowned for excellent 
‘Value for Money’ buying!

THESE BULLS WON’T LET YOU DOWN.


